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PREFACE A vast storehouse ofinformation exists on nearly every subject ofconcern to highway

aclministrators and engineers. Much of this information has resulted from both resea¡ch

and the successful application of solutions to the problems faced by practitioners in tleir

daily work. Because previously there has been no systematic means for compiling such

useful information and making it available to the entire community, tlle American Asso-

ciation of St¿te Highway and Transportation Officials has, through the mechanism of

the National cooperative Highway Research Program, authorized the Transportation

Research Board to undertake a continuing project to search out and synthesize useful

knowledge from all available sources and to prepale documented reports on current

practices in the subiect areas ofcolìcern'

This synthesis series reports on various praetices, making specific recommendations

wtrere appro¡rriaæ UuWi-thour the det¿iled direaions usuTllffomd-rn handbooks or de=

sign manuals. Nonetheless, these documents can Serve similar purposes, for each is a

compendium of the best knowledge available on those measures found to be the most

successful in resolving specif,tc problems. The extent to which these reports are useful

will be temperecl by the user's knowletlge and experience in the particular problem area.

FOREWORD This synthesis report will be of interest to pavement design, construction. manage-

By Staff ment, and research engineers, highway safety officials, and others concemed with

Transportation pavement friction characteristics. It describes the current state of the practice for evalu-

Research Boartl ating payement friction characteristics. lnformation for the s¡mthesis was collected by

surveying U.S., Canadian, and international transportåtion agencies, and by cottducting

a literature sea¡ch to gather additional information'

Administrators, engineers, and researchers are continually faced with highway prob-

lems on which much inf'ormation exists, either in the form of reports or in terms of utì-

documented experience and practice. Unfortunately, this information often is scattered

and unevaluated and, as a consequence, in seeking solutions, f'ull information on what

has been lea¡ned about a problem frequently is not assembled. Costly research findings

may go unusetl, valuable experience may be overlooked, and full consideration may not

be given to available practices for solving or alleviating the problem. In an effort to cor-

rect this situatio¡, a continuing NCHRP project has the objective of reporting on com-

mon highway problems and synthesizing available information. The sytthesis reports

from this endeavor constitute an NCHRP publication series in which various forms of

relevant infonnation are assembled into single, concise documents pertåiniDg to speciflc

hi-ehway problems or sets of closely related problems'

This report gf tl]e Transportâtion Resea¡ch Board provides informatiotl oll wet pave-

ment fricti<¡u cha¡acteristics of uew and restored pavements. It inclurJes information on

the methods for measuring and reporting friction and texture, causes for friction changes

over time, and on the relatetl aspects of aggregate and mix design to provide adequatc

f¡iction. A limited amount of information on ttre impact of economic and legal cottsideratiolts

is also included. ln additign, considerations of noise anrJ ride quality are discussed when



compromise may be required, The International Friction Index (IFI) is included with
information on the measuring and reporting of friction and texture.

To develop this synthesis in a comprehensive manner and to ensure inclusion of sig-
nificant lnowledge, the available information wæ assembled f¡om numerou$ seurçgs,
illcluding a large number of state highway and transportation deparunents. A topic
panel ofexperts in the subject area was established to guide tle autlor's resea¡ch in or-
ganizing and evaluating the collected data, and to review the finat synthesis report.

This synthesis is an immediately useful document that records tìe practices that were
accept¿ble within the limit¿tions of the knowledge available at the time of its prepara-
tion. As the processes of advancement continue, new knowledge can be expected to be
added to that now at hand.
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EVALUATION OF PAVEMENT FRICTION
CHARACTERISTICS

SUMMARY Wet pavement friction (skid resistance) is an importånt consideration in pavement per-

formance. The characteristics of pavement texture that affect wet pavement friction are mi-

crotexture, consisting of wavelengths (characteristic dimensions) of 1 pm to 0'5 mm

(0.0004 in. to 0.02 in.), and macrotexture, consisting of wavelengths of 0'5 mm to 50 mm

(0.02 in. to 2 i¡.). Pavements typically are designed and constructed to provide sufficient

rexture.¡olLmierotcxture and macrQtextr¡leJ tA 4þW fory4qqqatelqqtiqn whenlhg¡qf3lgls

wet. Thisrynthesis reviews-the models used fm evaluating the-results of wet pavemenlfriction

testing method.s and discussas the methods used to measure friction and texture. The lnterna-

tional Friction Index (IFI), which consists of two numbers based on ftiction and texture

measurements, is included in the discussion. Finally, methods for constructing and restor-

ing the surfaces of pavements to achieve desired levels of skid resistance are presented.

A questionnaire was prepared to determine current practices in the United States and

other countries. Responses were obtained in June iurd July 1999, from 41 states, the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Puerto Rico, 9 Canadian Provinces, and 19

countries outside North America. The questionnaire consisted of six parts:

¡ Friction Measurement
r Texture Measurement
o Requirements for Friction and Texture
. Design Practices for Skid Resistânce

. Surface Restoration for Skid Resistance

. Litigation and Economic Considerations,

The design of skid resistant pavements depends on the criteúa for evaluating the fric-

tional characteristics of pavements. This synthesis first discusses models for interpreting

the results of friction and texture measurements. From ttre literature it was found that a

single number index for evaluating the frictional characteristics of pavements can be mis-

leadi¡g. The same value of a friction measurement can be obtained on two pavements

having very different frictional properties. It is important to provide both microtexture and

mâcrotexture pafameters to assure appropriate frictional characteristics on wet pavements.

IFI addresses this problem by requiring simultaneous measurements of friction and macro-

texture for its implementatiolì. The IFI consists of two parameters: â speed constant derived

from the macrotexture measurement that indicates the speed dependence of the friction and

a friction number that is a ha¡monized level of friction for a slip speed of 60 lcn/h (36

mph)'

This report discusses the methorls used to measure pavement friction. For measuring

skid resistance, tìe majority of the responding states use the ASTM locked wheel test

method with the standard ribbed tire. Outside the United States, side force and fixed slip
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methods are commonly used, and the test tires are, in most cases, smooth tread tires. Fric-
tion measurements using a ribbed test tire do not adequately assess macrotexture and it is
suggested that a macrotexture measurement be made in adtlition to friction measurements,
particularly when the ribbed test tire is used.

Although recent developments in laser technology have made it possible to measure
macrotexture at highway speeds, such measurements have not been used extensively in the
United States. Survey results indicated that five state agencies measure macrotexture and
only tlree of these states measure it routinely. Macrotexture evaluation is used much more
extensively for pavement management, construction, and surface restoratiolì outside the
United States.

Pavement friction measurements are used for many different pu{poses, includin-q net-
work surveys for pavement management, evaluation of surface restoration, specifications
for new construction, accident investigations, winter maintenance on highways, runway
conditions for pilot advisories, and runway friction for maintenance. Recent developments
include the instrument¿úon of salt trucks with friction measuring devices to cletermine the
quanlily of rat @ Jsrru\44rI€{ t{uumy Friction Measuremenr pro-

-gr¿m 
is-developi+g the-International Runway Frietion-Inder(IRFl) to provide repo¡ts-ûf

runway friction for pilot advisories during operatious in winter conditions.

The relative importance of various pavement performance measures is reported in the
context ofpavement design considerations, These include durability, skid resistance, noise,
splash and spray, rolling resistance, and tire wea¡. The results of the survey showed that
pavement durability was considered the most important consideration, but skid resistance
was ranked a close second. It could be argued tlìat skid resistance is included in the dura-
bility requirements because a pavement may be considered to have failed when its friction
is inadequate.

Construction and surface restoration practices for providing good pavement friction
characteristics are also included, as well as practices for both asphalt and portlanrJ cement
concrete. Porous asphalt and stone mastic asphalt are considered for asphalt concrete
pavement rìew construction, whe.reas various methods for providing macrotexture for newly
placed portland cement. colìcrete are also discussed. Grooving, diamond grinding, and shot
peening are used fbr restoring the surface of portland cement. concrete, whereas microsur-
fãcing and seal coats are used for restoration ofasphalt concrete pavements.

Responses to questions it t¡e survey relating to economic considerations and litigation
were very limited, and f'ew conclusions could be drawn from the responses, perhaps because
of the sensitivity of the subject.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Wet pavement accidents continue to be a major concern of

most higlìway agencies arounrJ the world. A 1980 report by

the National Transportation Safety Board (/) cottcluded

that in the United States fatal accidents occur on wet

pavements at a rate of from 3.9 to 4.5 times the rate of oc-

currence on wet pavements. The Naúonwi<Ie Personal

Transportation Survey of 1990 (2) reports that of almost 25

million reported accidents, 18.8 percent occurred on wet

pavements. Recognizing the importance of providing safe

payement^s fgr travgl during wet weather, Íost highway

agencies have established programs to-ptolide ad9qualq

pavement friction or skid resistance.

The criteria used in the design and maintenance of
pavernents to provide adequate wet skid resistance depends otl

the method used to evaluate skid resist¿rnce. In the United

States, American Society f'or Testing and Materials (ASTM)

St¿ndard Tþst Method E-2i74 fot "Skid Resistance of Pave-

menß Lrsing a Full-Scale Tire" (3) is used by 39 states and

hrerto Rico. Thirty-one stâtes and Puerto Rico use only tlte

ASTM E-501 "StÍuldârd Rib Tire for Pavement Skid-

Resistance Tests" (4), whereas 7 states use only the ASTM

E-524 "Slandard Smooth Tire for Pavernent Skid-Resistance

Tesrs" (Ð, and 4 states use both tires. The use of the same

test method, but with different standard test tires, could

lead to very difTerent sftategies for providing skid resistant

pavements, as is discussed further in chapter 2'

The ASTM E-274Test Method is a locked wheel fric-

tion measurement, where the relative velocity of the tire

surface over the pavement surface (the "slip speed") is

equal to the speed of the test vehicle. Outside the United

States, the majority of highway agencies use either a fixed

slip or a side force measurement method. In tlese cases,

fhe relative velocity between the tire surface and the pave-

ment surface is expressed as a percentage of the vehicle

speed, typically between 12 and 34 percent' It has been

demonstrated ttrat at low slip speeds the effect of micro-

texture dominates the measurement, whereas at high slip

speeds the effect of macrotexture becomes important (6)'

For this reason, fixed slip and side force measurernents are

usually accompanied by a macrotexture measurement.

In 1976, AASHTO published guidelines f'or the design

of skid-resistant pavements (7). At that time there were no

practical devices capable of measuring macrotexture at

highway speeds. It was recognized that the decrease of

friction with increasing speed was related to the macro-

texture and it was recommended that volumetric tech-

niques (e.g., the "sandpatch Method") be used for meas-

uring macrotexture depth (S). With the development of

high-speed laser devices capable of measuring macrotex-

ture at speeds of 60 lan/h or more, it is now possible to in-

clude macrõlexture measurements in routine surveys of the

road network. Since the AASHTO guidelines were issued

in 1976, there has been no effort to update the guidelines to

include data currently obtainable. This synthesis evolved

from a recognition of tìe need for summarizing current

practices in use, not only ilr North America' but also il
Europe, Asia, and Aust¡alasia'

l" tggZ, ürã World noa¿ nssociatitx, formuly the

Permanent Intemational Association of Road Congresses

(PIARC), conductetl extensive tests with pavement friction

and texture measurement devices. As a result of these tests

(9), an fnternational Friction Index (IFI) was proposed'

The IFI is a harmonized index comprised of a friction

number (F60) and a speed constant (,So). The speed con-

stant was found to be linearly related to macrotexture

measurements, whereas the friction number is computed

from both a friction meâsurement and the speed constånt'

ASTM has developerJ a standard practice for the IFI (10)'

and the Council for European Normalization currently has

a draft ståndffd under consideration. The pref'erred

macrotexture measufe for the computâtion of the speed

cons[ant is the Mean Profile Depth (MPD), for which both

ASTM and the Intemational Suurdards Organization (ISO)

lrave developed standards (1 1, I 2).

SCOPE

This synthesis evaluates wet pavement friction character-

istics of new and restored pavements. It includes informa-

tion on the methods for measuring and reporting friction

and texture, causes fbr fiiction changes over time, and ag-

greg fe and mix design to provide adequate friction. A

limited a¡nount of information on the impact of legal and

economic considerations is also included. In addition, con-

siderations of noise and ride quality a¡e discussed when

compromise may be required. The IFI is included, with in-

fbrmation on measuring and reporting friction and texture.

SURVEY AUESTIONNAIRES

Two versions of a questionnaire were prepared: one for

North American respondents and one for respondents from



Europe, Asia, Australia, and Africa. A questionnaire was
sent to each state highway transportation agency in the
ürited States, the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA), Puerto Rico, the District of Colum-

þ!a, eqçþprgvince of Caneda, and ro 55 highway ageLcles
and experts outside North America. Forty-one states,
Puerto Rico, NASA, and nine Canadian Provinces re-
sponded to the North American version. In addition, 19 re-
sponses to the non-North American version were received
ftom countries in Europe, Asia, Afric4 and Australia, The
questionnaire sent to North American agencies is con[ained
in Appendix A. The non-North American version asked the
same questions, but included slightly different terminol-
ogy; for example, using motorway for interstate. Re-
sponses are summarized, by category, in Tiables 81-816 in
Appendix B.

APPROACH

teristics, together with the responses to tlìe questionnaire
provides the basis for this synthesis ofpractice.

This synttresis first addresses friction and texture meas-
uremsnts and their significance. This is followed by the
methods used to produce skid resistant surfaces in con-
struction and surface restoration. A section on related cha¡-
acteristics such as noise, ride quality, splash-and-spray, ttre
wear, and rolling resistance is included. This is not an in-
depth study of these factors, but mention must be made of
the necessity to consider trade-offs in favor of friction to
provide, for example, better durability and lower perme-
ability to moisrure.

For each section of the synthesis, the results of the lit-
erature survey and the questionnafue have been integrated
to provide lxlth a historical background zmd a description
of current practices.

-A

Folfowi
on wel pavement friction charac- used in thereport is provided.



the slip-ipeed. Therg 4{9 lgYe{al modets torllqlelqmmg
pavement-friction. A few of the most commonl-y-usc'd 

The Rado Model
models are described in this section.

CHAPTERTWO

PAVEMENT FRICTION

MODELS FOR WET PAVEMENT FRICTION

Wet pavement friction is a measure of the force generated

when a tire slides on a wet pavement surface. Wet pave-

ment friction is often referred to as "skid resistance" in the

literature and practice, and the two terms are used inter-

changeably in this synttresis. r¡y'et pavement friction de-

creases with increasing speed. This was first recognized by

Moyer in 1934 (/3). More specifically, skid resistance de-

creases as the velocity of the tire surface relative to the

pavement surface increases. This relative velocity is called

The Penn State Model

The Penn State Model (O describes the relationship of

f¡iction Çr) to slip speed (Ð by an exponential function:

PNG ^
--J

p = lroe 100

Where pe is the intercept of friction 
^t 

züo speed, and PNG

is the percent normalized gradient (the speed gradient

times 100 divided by the friction) defined by:

PNG = -100 
dtt 

Q)pds

It was demonstrated that PNG is constant with speed

and therefore Eq. (1) follows by rearranging Eq' (2) and

integrating from S = 0 to S. Furthermore, it was discovered

that PNG is highly correlated with macrotexture and that

p¡ can be predicted from microtexture.

L¿ter versions of the Penn St¿te Model replaced the

term [PNGI100] by a speed constant So:

s
-C

p=poe "'

The PIARC Model (9) adopted the Penn State Model,

but shifted the intercePt to 60 Lm/h:

Where F(Ð is ûe riction at slip speed S, and F60 is the

friction at 60 km/lì (36 mPh).

Figure 1 shows the Penn State Model for two cases

that have the same level of friction at 60 km/h, but be-

have very differently at other speeds, because of differ-

ences in textute, resulting in different values for PNG

and So. This example demonstrates the need for speci-

fying more than a single value, such as the friction at 60

km/h (36 mph), to describe the skid resistance of a

pavement.

As a tire proceeds from the free rolling condition to the

locked wheel condition undur braking, the friction in-

creases from zero to a peak value and then decreases to the

locked wheel friction. Anti-lock brake systems release the

brakes to attempt to operate around the peak level of fric-

tion. The rising portion of the friction slip speed curve is

dependent on tire properties, whereas the portion after the

peak is dependent on the pavement properties. Rado (1a)

modeled this behavior as follows:

¡ 
rn(slso""*) l,

¡rqs)=¡rn"4eL 
c I (5)

where #peâk is the peak friction level, Sp."r. is the slip speed

at the peak (typically about 15 percent of the vehicle

speed), and C is a shape factor that Rado found to be re-

lated to the harshness of the texture. Figure 2 is a plot of
Eq. (5) with some typical values: ltp"* = 0.6, Sp."r = 15

km/h (9 mph), C = 0.5, with the forward speed of the test

vehicle of 120lan/h (66 mPh).

The Rado and Penn State Models can be related to ac-

tual vehicle braking in emergency situations. When the

brake is first applied the friction follows the Rado

Model until the wheels are fully locked. If braking cott-

tinues after the locked wheel condition is reached, the

vehicle speed (which then is equal to the slip speed) de-

ffeases and the fricúon follows the Penn State Model until

the vehicle stops, Conversely, when the antilock break

system is used, the ftiction follows the Rado Mo,ilel until a

predetermined slip percentage is reached, during which

time the vehicle speed is incrementally reduced. The brake

then releases and the friction drops to zero' The brake

(1)

(3)

60-s
C

F(S)= F60 e "P (4)
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FIGURE 1 Penn State Model.

020

FIGURE 2 Rado Model.

engages after the wheels spin up and the cycle is repeated.
Each successive cycle follows a Rado curve for a lower
vehicle speed. This behavior was verified experimentally

by Bachmann (1Ð on wet and dry portland cement and as-
phalt conøete pavements. The shapes of Bachmann's
curves closely resemble those of the Rado Model.

Vehicle speed = 120 km/h



The PIARC Model and the lnternational Friction lndex

The International PIARC Experiment to Compare and

llarmonize Texture and Skid Resist¿nce Measurements (9)

was conducted in Belgium and Spain in the fall of 1992.

Each friction tester was operated at three speeds: 30, 60,

and 90 kmlh (18, 36, and 54 mph), and each tester made

two repeated runs at each speed. All texture measurements

were made on dry surfàces before any water was applied to

the roadrvay. As a control, a microtexture measurement

was made before and after the skid testers made their tests.

These data were used to show that there were no statisti-

urlly significant changes occurring during the testittg.

There were 51 different friction and texture measure-

ments made by participants from 14 countries, The meas-

urenìents were conducted on a total of 54 sites as follows:

28 sites in Belgium (22 on public roads, 2 at airports, and 4

at racetracks) utd26 sites in Spain (18 on public roads and

texture measuremen ts, and friction measurements.

The Rado Model at slip speeds above the peak and the

Penn State Model are similar and are dependent on the

pavement characteristics. Because the Petm Søte Model is

less complex, it was chosen as the basis for the analysis of
the dat¿ from the experiment and the development of the

IFI. The harmonization process allows skid resistance to be

measured by any of the measurement methodologies and

the result reported on a comnton scale.

The IFI consists of two uumbers that describe the skid

resistance of a pavemenü the speed constant (So) and the

friction number (F60). The speed constant is linearly re-

lated to the result of a macrotexture measurement (7Ð:

St,=a+bTX (6)

The constarìts a and b have been determined for each type of
macrotexture me¿ßurement (I$ used in the experiment.

The friction number (Fó0) is determined from a meas-

urement of friction by:

s-ó0

F60=A+BFRSeso +CTX (7)

where I'Ã.S is the measurement of friction by a device op-

erating at a slip speed (S); A, B, and C were determined for
that device in the experiment and are tâbulated in the

ASTM Standard Practice E-1960 (10). The value of C is
always zero when the friction is measured with a smooth

tread tire. However, the term C TX was found to be neces-

sary for ribbed or patterned test tires because they are rela-

tively insensitive to macrotexture.

,7

The two parameters that make up the IFI (F60 and So)

are sufficient to describe the friction as a function of slip

speed using Eq. (4). Note that a texture measurement is re-

quired to apply the IFI. The two parameters, F60 and So,

distinguish the difference between the two pavements

shown ilr Figure 1.

Another advantage of the IFI is that the value of F60 for
a pavement will be the same regardless of the slip speed.

That permits the test vehicle to operate at any safe speed;

for example, at higher speeds on high-speed highways and

lower speeds in urban situations.

ASTM Standard E-1960 (10) includes the values of ¿,

b, A, and B for the devices that participated in the experi-

ment. In addition, the standard describes a procedure to

calibrate devices that did not pafticipate in the experiment'

There are four basic types of full-scale friction measuring

devices: locked wheel, side force, fixed slip, and variable

slip. In addition, some of the systems detect the peak fric-
tion and some vary the slip in an attempt to operate around

the peak friction level. Each rneúod of measuring friction
has advantages. Direct use of the vaÌues produced by any

one type of measurement relates to a different scenario.

The locked wheel method simulates emergency braking

without anti-lock brakes, the side force method measures

the ability to maintain control in curves, and the fixed slip

and variable slip methods relate to braking with anti-lock

brakes. Table 1 summa¡izes the characteristics of many of
the devices currently in use. Table B1 lists the devices used

by the agencies that responderJ to the quesúonnaire. A
majority of the U.S. respondents use the ASTM E-274
trailer as their measuring device.

Locked Wheel Testers

Locked wheel systems produce a 100 percent slip condi-

tion. The relative velocity between the surface of the

tire and the pavement surface (the slip speed) is equal to
the vehicle speed. The brake is applied and the force is

measured and averaged for L second after the test wheel

is fully locked. Because the force measurement is con-

tinuous during the braking process, these systems usu-

ally can detect the peak friction. A variation of this
method is a transient slip operation whereby the friction
and slip a¡e recorded as the wheel locks up, from fiee
rolling (0 slip) to fully locked (100 percent slip). The

locked wheel testers are usually fitted with a self-watering
system for wet testing, and a nominal water film of 0.5 mm
is commonly used. C}ne type of locked wheel tester is
shown in Figure 3.
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TABLE 1

REPRESENTATIVE I.RICTION MEASURING DEVICES

Device Operational Mode 7o Slip (yaw angle) Speedr(km/tr.¡ Country2

ASTM E-274 Trailer

British Portable Tester

Dagonal Braked Vehicle (DBV)

DFTester

DW'W Trailer

Griptester

Ilvf ACi

Japanese Skid Tester

Komatsu Skid Tester

Locked wheel

Slider

Locked wheel

Slider

Fixed sLip

Fíxed slip

Variable ñxed slip

Locked wheel

Variat'¡le fixed slip

100

100

100

100

86

t4.5

0-100

100

I 0-30

30-90

10

65

0-90

30-90

30-90

30-90

30-90

30-60

United States

Uñited Kingdom

u.s. (NASA)

Japan

The Netherlands

Scotland

France

Japan

Japan

LCPC Adhera

MuMeter

Norsemeter Oscar

Norsemetel ROAR

Norsemeter SAUIAR

Odoliograph

Polish SRT-3

Runway Fïction'Ièster

Saab Friction Tester (SFf)

SCRIM

Skidclometer BV-8

Skiddometer BV-l I

Stradograph

Stuttgarter Reibungsmesser (SRM)

Side force

Variable slip, ñxed slip

Variable slip, fixed slip

Variable slip

Side force

Locked wheel

Fixed slip

Fixecl slip

Sicle force

Locked wheel

Fixed.slip

Sidc force

Locked wheel, tìxed slip

r3 (7.s)

0-90

0-90

15

15

34 (20"\

30-90

30-90

0-90 30-60 Norway

34 (20") 30-90 Belgium

100 30-90 Japan

20-80 United Kingdom

30-90 Norway

30-90 Norway

30-90 United States

100 30-90 Sweden

20 30-90 Sweden

21 (12") 30-90

100,20 30-90

Sweden

United Kingdom

Denmark

Germany

Nbte: DWW = Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde friction tester; IIMAG = Instrument de Mesure Automatique de Glissancei SCRIM = Sideway-Force Coefñcient
Routine lnvestigation Machine; LCPC = Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées; ROAR = Road ¡!¡alyzer and Recorder; SALTAR = Salt Anah¡zer ând
lecorder.
lTypical speed range-rnany delicas carì operate outside the listed range (l krn/h = 0.ó mph); the country of manufacture-many devices arc also use¿ in other
countries.

When the meâsr¡rement is made in accordance with
.{STM Standard Test Method E-n4 g), the result is reported
as {he skid number that is the measured value of friction times
100. The method providss for reporting results usin-q the
ribbed test tre (4) or the smooth test tire (Ð as follows:
SN{Test Speed} followed by R for the ribbed tire or ,S for the
sûrooth fead tire, If the test speed is expressed in kilometers/

hour, it is enclosed in parentheses. For example, the value
of SN40R is equivalent to SN(64)R. kr this synfhesis, rhe
term "skid number" is used for results reported for ASTM
Test Method E-274. AASfffO brminology fbr the locked
wheel method uses the term "friction number" FN) in
place of skid number (SN). This should nor be contused
with the friction number of the IFI (F60).
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macrotexture measurement system mounted on the front of
the vehicle and are called SCRIMTEX. Other side force

<levices are the Belgian Odoliograph and the now Danish

Stradograpli, which was retired in 1998. The MuMeter is
the only side force device that has been used in the United

States, primarily at airports, with limited use on highways.

Fixed Slip Devices

Fixed slip devices operate at a constånt slip, usually be-

tween 10 and 20 percent. The test wheel is driven at a

lower angular velocity than its free rolling velocity. This is

usually accomplished by incorporating a geff reduction or
chain drive of the test wheel drive shaft Írom the drive

Side rorce sysrems maintain the test wheel in a plane at an :i:lTi:i:.1:::l:ii:: i::i:iiï:;l:,t'ff:::::1*.::rruvrvrw ùJùLvr¡rù'r@r4'r i:" *:' *^i* ^^: *"^*.'"*'.*' 
bv hvdraulic retardation of the test wheel. These devices

angle (the yaw angle) to the direction of motion, otherwise :í":-::^",."^ r^,,, .¡aaã r¡i¡finn ao rrra ori¡ o¡øa¡t ic r/ to/^äffiäi, ffit'ø'##;:ffä;#il:."i*;;: 1i:,i:ïïîl:f:::'.^1iï.Í:.,*.i:'lt:niî-':I".Y:
ing-fûrcefis measme*perpendieular to theplane of-rota-

slip/100). Like tbe side force method, tbe fixed slip method
\tÉ Lv'w,, vv¡vv¡¡v¡vu¡.. "" *" "î::.:-= can also-be,operated-continuomly over the test section
@ßfuãtseSedeviæs-eil;":':^-'^^^^:.'^..'^^+^f+lrôfôô}t:fAÀnavamntanfaä;; ï#',ïil;-ñö;"ä ä; ä,il' J;ä y.'1',":i:ï::::ï ï:i:l.T:^::ïT:,*::it"J::urç.ùue wr¡ur¡uvuùrr u¡rvuóu uv rvùr """"":'j l::^:'::: irxed slip tester is the Griptester shown in Figure 5. Most
locked wheel devices usually szunple the friction over the ;:::; -;;- .{^.,:^^ô ^*^ zra.ìnna¿r +,\ ,\ñôrôrÀ ôr ,\ñìr, nna crinfixed slip devices are designed to operate at only one slip
dist¿nce corresponding to I second of the vehicle travel, -'.:";--' *- ----Þ----

ratio; however, the slip ratio can be varied on some fixed
after which the brake is released.

slip devices, referred to as variable fixed slip devices in
Table 1. An ASTM standard for fixed slip devices is not

currently available.
The relative velocity between the rubber and the pave-

ment surface for these devices is approximately y sin ü,

(where ü: yaw angle, and V = vehicle speed) and, there-

fore, these systems produce a low-speed measurement

even though the vehicle velocity is higlt. Because these de-

',"ices are low slip speed systems they are sensitive to mi-
crotexture. For this reason, fhey are usually used in con-
junction with a macrotexture measure, The most frequently

used side f'orce devices are the MuMeter and the $ideway-
Force Coefficient \outine lnvestigation Machine
(SCRIM), both of which originated in the United Kin-e-

dom. The MuMeter was designed for use at airports, but

has also been used by some ageucies on highways (Figure

4). Because they are relatively insensitive to variations in
macrotexture most SCRIMs are now fitted with a laser

FIGURE 5 Fixed slip tester: The Griptester.

Variable Slip Devices

Variable slip devices sweep through a predetermined set of
slip raúos. This is usually accomplished by driving the test

wheel through a programmed slip ratio using a hydraulic
motor. ASTM Standard E-1859 (ló) has been developed

for devices that perform a controlled sweep through a

range of slip ratios, Some locke.d wheel testers can be op-

erated in a mode that captures the friction as the test tire
proceeds from free rolling to the fully locked wheel condi-
tion (0 to 100 percent slip). Locked wheel testers can also

be programmed to operate in accc.rdance with ASTM E-
ß37 Qn, in which the brake is released just after the peak

is reached. A variable slip Norsemeter ROAR is shown in
Figue 6.

Side Force Devices

FIGURE 3 Locked wheel tester (ASTM E-274).

FIGURE 4 Side force tester: ïhe MuMeter.
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FIGURE 6 Variable slip tester: The Norsemeter ROAR.

FIGURE 7 British portable tester.

LABORATORY METHODS

laboratory methods are used for evaluating the friction
characteristics of core samples or laboratory-prepared
samples. The two devices currently in use are the British
Porøble Tester (BPT), shown in Figure 7, and the Japa-
nese Dyramic Friction Tester (DFfester), shown in Figure
8. Both devices can be used for nteasurements on actual
pavements, as well as in the laboratory.

The BPT has been in use since the early 1960s, and the
first version of ASTM Standard E-303 (18), specifying its
operation, was published in 1961, The BPT is operated by
releasing a pendulum from a height that is adjusted so that
a rubber slider contacts the surface over a fixed length.
When the pendulum reaches the surface its potential en-
ergy has become its maximum kinetic energy. As the rub-
ber slider moves over the surface ttre friction reduces the
kinetic energy of the pendulum in proportion to the level of
friction. When the slider breaks contact with the surface
the reduced kinetic energy is converted to potential energy

FIGURE 8 Dynamic friction tester (DFTester).

as the pendulum reaches its maximum height. The differ-
ence between the height before the release and the height
recovered is equal to the loss of kinetic energy due to the
friction between the slider and the pâvement or sample.
Because the average velocity of the slider relative to tle
pavement is also a function of the friction, the average slip
speed decreases with increasing friction. However, the
typical slip speed for the BPT is usually assumed to be
about 10 km/h (6 mph). The BPT is fited with a scale rhar
measures the recovered height of the pendulum in terms of
a British Pendulum Number (BPN) over a range of zero to
140. Because the slip speed of the BPT is very low, the
BPN is mainly dependent on microtexture ¿ur{ therefbre, the
BPN is used as a surrogate for rnicrotexture. This is very use-

fuL because direct measurement of microtextu¡e is tlifficult.

According to ASTM Standard E-303, laboratory sam-
ples for the BPT must be at least 90 x 150 mm (3.5 x 6
in.), and the slider is 25 x 76 mm (1.0 x 3.0 in.). The BPT
is also used for evaluating sarnples that a¡e subjected to ac-
celerated polishing on a British Wheel as specifìed by
ASTM Standârd Test Method D-3319 (19). Test samples
for determining the polish value of a-qgregates a¡e 45 x 90
mm (1,75 x 3.5 in.), with a radius of curvature of 203 mm
(8 in.) on the 90-mm (3.5-in.) rjimension. The slidø for
polish value tests is 25 x 32 mm (1.0 x 1.25 in.). hr
Europe, the rubber sliders for the BPT are made of natual
rubber, whereas in the United Staæs it has been the practice to
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use the rubber compound specified for the ASTM stândard B2 summa¡izes the responses to the questionnaire regard-

test tires (4.5). Because natural rubber friction is tempera- ing calibratíon. In this table, the entries listed as "in-house"

tl-|l.e dependent, a correction for temperature is usually ap- generally refer to component calibration, as desøibed pre-

plied. The ASTM-specified synthetic rubber was formu- viously, however, in some cases, a system calibration is

lated to be in¿ependent of temperature and therefore no performed by operating over a set of surfaces in the vicinity

temperature correction due to the rubber properties is of the garage whøe it is housed. This pra.ctice can identify

made. gross cheurges, but because pavement hiction of in-service

surfaces experienæs short-term, seasonal, and long+ern

The operation of the DFTester is specified in ASTM variations, it cannot be used a,s a calib'ration procedure.

Standard Test Method E-1890 (20).The DF[ester has three

rubber sliders that are spring mounted on a disk at a di ln 19"11,, recognizing the need for calibration, the

ameter of 350 mm (13.75 in.). The disk is initially sus- FHWA est¿blished calibration centers in East Liberty,

pended above the pavement surfäce and is driven by a Ohio; Colleþe Station, Texas; and Phoenix, Arizona. The

moror until the Ungential speed of the sliders is 90 lanih FHWA also contracted for three state-of-the-art locked

(55 mph). Water is then applied to tlre test surface, the wheel friction testers, which became the A¡ea Reference

motor is disengaged, an¡J the disk is lowered to the test sur- Friction Measurement System (ARFMS) for each center.

fäce. The three rubber sliders cont¿ct the surface and the The center in Phoenix was closed in 7975. The Eastern

friction force is rneasured by a transducer as the disk spins Field Test Center in East Liberty, Ohio, and the Cen-

down, The ftictinn torce ¿urd the speed during the spin tral/Western Fieldlest andIvaluation Centerjn Ctlllege

dowrra¡e savefüo a file;'The-DFfester has the advantage StationJexastare currently-providing ealibration serviees

of being able to measure the friction as a function of speed to those stâtes whose programs provide for the calibration

over the range of zero fo 90 krn/h (55 mph). The entire op- of ASTM E-274 locked wheel trailers. Realizittg that the

eration is controlle.d by software in a notebook computer. aging ARFMS units would have to be replaced, an ASTM

For use in the laboratory the DFfester requires samples standard guide for validating the replacement systems was

rlìar are ar leasr 450 x 450 mm (17.75 x 11.75 in.). The tleveloped in 1997 (21).T\e units were replacerl in 1999

DFTester value at 20 knih (12 mph) together with a tex- and extensive tests were made to assure tlìat the two new

ture measurement provides a g<xxl estimâte of the friction units were in agreement (22).

number of the IFI.
When a system arrives at the câlibration center it is first

operated in its present condition over the test surfaces with
the ARFMS. Following that, a component calibration of
the force transducers and watøing system is performed

end any necessary repairs or adjusünents are made. Finally,
it is again operated over ttre test surfaces at the center with
the ARFMS, and a corelation (linear regression) of the re-

sulting dat¿ is provided to the client. This equation is then

used to adjust the calibrated tester until its next visit. In
practice, the frequency of calibration varies considerably,

as shown in Tilble 82. States that have more than one fiic-
tion tester often send one tester at a time to the center and

use the tester most recently calibrated to perf'orm a secon-

dary calibration of the other testers for that pøiod.

The calibration centers have been successful in the

united states, where the ASTM E-274 standad is fbllowed

by neady all the states that have friction measuring programs.

In other parts of the world the variety of types of friction
testers in use complicates the calibnation procedure and that

was the incentive fc¡r ttre development of the lFI. However,

periodic system calibration is still necessary to assure that

the systems are maintained in their as-calibrated state.

THE USE OF FRICTION DATA

Friction dataare used for the following purposes:

CALIBRATION OF FRIGTION MEASURING DEVICES

Periodic calibration of tiiction measuring equipment is
necessary to ensure the quality of tlle data. Most agencies

that operate fiiction testers perform some type of periodic

calibration. In many cases úe calibration consists of sim-
ply performing in-house calibration of components such as

the force or torque transducers, the speed measuring in-
struments, and the water delivery rate. Some degree of
component calibration is usually performed before each

test session. This often consists of setting up the electron-
ics of the force measurernent. Also, periodic checks of the

f'orce transducer using a calibrated fbrce plate are often
performed in-house.

A system calib,ration corìsists of operating the friction
tester over a set of test surfaces that are also measured by a
reference device. An approach for system calib'ration used

in Europe is to hold group trials of similar devices wherein
the average of the reported values of all systems partici-
pating is taken as fhe true value. Each system is provided

with a calibnation equation tlìat adjusts its reported values

to the average of the group. This philosophy was also used

in the development of the IFI (9). Manufacturers will
sometimes maintain a master system and use it to calibrate
new production or devices returned for calibration. Thble
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r Network surveys fbr pavement management,
¡ Specifications for surface restoration,
. Specifications frlr new construction,
o Accident investigations,
¡ Measurements ftn winter maintenance on highways,
¡ Measurements of runway conditions for pilot adviso-

ries, and
o Measurements of runway friction for maíttenance.

Täble B3 summarizes the use of friction measurements ac-
cording to the responses to the questionnaire. In addition,
the respondents were asked whether they experienced low
friction on newly placed pavements. Sevsn stâtes and 11

non-U.S, agencies reported occasional deficient friction in
newly placed surfäces, but most of the responses were
"rarely'' or'îever."

Ngtwork Survrys for Pavement Man¡¡gement

Surveys of the road network are conducted regularly by
most of the agencies that responded to the questionnaire. A
summary of the responses is given in Ti¿ble 84. Of the U.S.
agencies responding, 24 states and Puerto Rico reported
colìducting regular surveys. Three s[ates, Kansas, Soutlr
Carolin4 and Utah reported not using the survey results in
their pavement marìagement systems. Alaska and Vermont
contract their surveys. In addition, foff states (Alaska, Con-
necticut, Kentucky, and Pennsylvzuria) do not conduct regular
network surveys, but do consider skid resistance in their
pavementmanagement systems. Of thenon-U.S. agencies re-
spondilrg, 13 reported conducting regular surveys. Three
agencies, Hungzry, Japan, and Onta¡io do not incorporate
the survey data into their pavement management systems,

The frequency of friction measurements varies consid-
erably, as can be seen in Table 84. Local roads are not in-
cluded in routine surveys, but may be measured by some
state agencies on request. Florida and Oklahoma reported
testing a limited number of airport runways.

The ASTM E-501 ribbed test tke is predominately used
in the ürited States, but recently there has been an in-
creased interest in using the ASTM E-524 smooth tire (see
Tilble B1). Of the 39 states and Puerto Rico that use the
ASTM E-214 locked wheel trailer, 21 rcported using the
ribbed tire exclusively. Seven states use both ribbed and
smooth tires, whereas four stâtes use the smooth tire exclu-
sively. Texas used the ribbed tire prior to 1999, but began
using the smooth tire exclusively beginning in 1999. Illi-
nois and Louisiana mount both tires on their trailer, the
ribbed on the left and the smooth tire ou the right. Norttr
Carolina only uses the smooth tire for special tests and
Georgia uses it to evaluate texture. Atnona currently uses
a MuMeter, but has plans to acquire a fixed slip friction
tester, a nmway friction tester, in 2000.

The most common test speed for the E-214 locke,J
wheel test is 64 km/h; however, in some situations there is
a safety concern about operating at such a low speed.
Texas has increased fhe test speed to 80 lüi/h. South Da-
kota also tests at higher speeds, but adjusts the results to 64
km/h. Arizona plans to test at higher speeds when tìey be-
gin using the RFT. Norrh Carolina is currently developing
a protocol for testing at different speeds. The Netherlands
plans to increase the test speed from the current 50 lcn/h to
70lm/h.

Although Z states conduct regular surve)ß and use the
results in their pavement management systems, and three
others incorporate skid resistance in their systems, only 10
stâtes and Puerto Rico have est¿blished minimum âccept-
able levels (intervention levels) for skid resistance. The re-
ported intervention levels are given in Thble 85. With the
exception of Arizon4 which currently uses a MuMeter
ani ldaho, which uses the-smoorh ASTM E-524 rire, the
intervention levels arc bascd on locked wheel skid nun-
bers at 64 lcr.lh measured with rhe ribbed ASTM E-501
tire, SN40R = SN(64)R. Texas began using rhe E-524
smooth ttre in 1999, but their response reported only the
levels for fhe ribbed tire.

Outside tlle United States, 11 agencies reported mini-
mum friction levels for intervention and/or investigation.
The most detailed program is that of the United Kingdom
(23), as summarized in Table 85. Most non-U.S. agencies
use data from measurement with a smooth tread tire in
their pavement management programs.

Specifications for Construction or Surface Restoration

Only 11 agencies responded that they include friction re-
quirements in their specifications for new construction or
surface restoration. Their responses are sunmffized n Ta-
ble 86. However, 20 agencies in the United States and 14
non-U.S. agencies reported that they measure friction on
botl new and restored pavements. Puerto Rico and one
Japanese agency measure friction orì new, but not restored
pavements.

Accident lnvestigations

Thirty-six responses, 26 of which came from the United
States, reported that skid testing is performed at accident
sites. It is important to rea_lize that the friction measured in
skid testing cannot be used to calculate vehicle-stopping
distance, The following is an extract from the scope of the
ASTM standard method for the locked wheel method (.3):

The values measured represent the frictional properties ob-
tained with the equipment and procedures stated herein and do
not necessarily agree or correlate directly with those obt¿ined
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by other pavement friction measuring methods' The values are

intended for use in evaluating the skid resistance of a pave-

ment relative to thât of other pavements or for evaluating

changes in the skid resistance of a pavement with the pâssage

ol'time. The values are insufficient to determi-ne the distance

required to stop a vehicle orl either â wet oaa drt-paveiltnt'
They are also insuffrcient for determining the speed at which

conirol of a vehicle would be lost, because peak and side force

objective of optimizing the amount of salt used by con-

tinuously monitoring the friction during salt application.

¡ A f'our-wheel vehicle has front tires that displace the NCHRP Project 6-14 was initiated in 2000 to investigate

water so waüsr thr¡srof-ûi æ--

methods for measuring friction on winter conlåminated

. The skid resistânce vafies with speed and therefore surfaces. climatic conditions, tfaffic levels. foad charac-

the relationship between skid resistuce and speed for teristics, and other factors will be incorporated with the

the entire spee.d ran-qe of the accident vehicle (i.e., friction information for winter mamtenance operations and

from the initial speed at which the wheels are locked motorist information'

to zeÍo speed).
In winter conditions, where the road is covered with

o The accident velìicle often will not maintain a locketl snow or ice, the ti¡e is in contåct with the contaminant and

wheel condition in order to maintain directional control. pavement surface characteristics do not affect the friction.

However, pavement characteristics do have an effect on fìe
¡ Seasonal and short-term variations of skid resistance ease of contaminant removal and on the rate of melting

are difficult to predict and therefore the measurement under natural conditions. For example, when exposed to

would be different than that at the time of the accident. sun, clear ice on very black pavements tlebonds and melts

at the ice-Pavement interface.

¡ The load on the test tire of a skid tester is not tle
same as that on the tires of the accident vehicle' 

Measurements on open Grate Bridge Decks

o The suspension characteristics of the accident vehicle

and the skid tester are not the same and the load dis- Poor friction is often claimed to be the cause of accidents

tribution on the tires of the accident vehicle during occurring Ùn open grate bridge decks' A study in Florida

braking depends on the condition of its suspension. 
" 

Q4) investigated several methods for measuring the fric-
' tion on open grate bridge de,cks. Locked wheel measure-

pavement friction measurements are useful in evaluat- ments were made with both two-wheel and single-wheel

ing the safety of a pavement relative to other pavements in tester . The two-wheel tester produced slightly lower val-

the system, but they should not be used for quantitative ue1 !l nucent lowef) due to the side force induced on the

dererminarions of stopping distance. !îib1'*Lr;#:;ii%i: Tì#"*ïi::'ffi,ffi:ili
rJecks tested was 34.5' In addition, 12 btidge decks were

Measurements for Winter Maintenance on Highways tested with a passenger car under full braking in wet con-

ditions. The car was equipped with a G-Analyst to measure

Twelve agencies in the United States and abroad reported both longitudinal and lateral accelerations. úrmediately

that friction measurements are performed occasionally on before the tesL the bridge was closed to traffic and water

snow and ice for research. uiònigan and Minneso[a are was applied to the deck by a tank truck. The car entered the

parúcipati¡g in a research project in which a salt t¡uck is bridge at 64 km/h (40 mph) and the driver locked the

ûtted with a friction-measurlng device. The Norsemeter brakes until the car came to a full stop' On 11 of the decks

SAUIAR (Figure 9) is bein-e used in the project with the the range of decelerations was 0.51 to 0.79 g. One deck

friction are also required for these determinations'

The reasons for this caveat afe many:

r The test tfues used in skid testing are not the same as

those on the accident vehicle.

. The amount of wâter that is placed on the surface by

the skid tester is not the same as that experienced by

the accident vehicle.

FIGURE 9 Norsemeter SALTAR mounted on salt truck'
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where the main grirJ bars ran parallel to the direction of
traffic the deceleration was only 0.33 g. This deck was old
and scheduled fbr replacement.

Ifappears that the friction was adequate on theseopen
gfate hidge decks. A likely cause of accidents is the over-
reaction to lateral accelerations by drivers who a¡e inatten-
tive, tired, or inexperienced. Wlen tlriving over the bridge
deck at the speed limit with no braking there is a normal
slight side+o-side sensation that is common with all open
grate bridge decks. This is normal, because the two front
tìres are always seeking the same magnitude (but opposite
direction) side fbrce. Thus, unless both tires are on the
same number of longitudinal rails and in the same position
on tle deck, the vehicle will move left or right to obtain
such a condition. Lateral accelerations measured during
braking were betweerì 0.02 and 0.06 g and without braking
the typical lateral accelerations a¡e in the range of 0.01 to

FIGURE 10 Surface (Saab) friction tester (SFT).

angle, the result may be due to a loss of conúol,

Measurements of Runway Conditions for Pilot Advisories

The Joint Winter Runway Friction Measurement Program
is a joint government/industry program with the objective
of developing a harmonized Intemational Runway Friction
hdex (IRFI). The program is led by NASA and Transporr
Canadq with support llom the Federal Aviation Admini-
stration and the Norwegian Civil Aviation Administration.
ln âddition, there is the participation of organizations and
equipment manufacturers from France, Germany, Scotland,
Norway, and Sweden.

Conditions at airports during winter storms change
rapidly and the operational window for aircraft movements
can change so frequently that a measuring service operated
by airport ground staff is warranted. Many airports subject
to adverse winter conditions provide â measure of friction
when snow and ice are present on the runways, but there is
a lack of uniformity around the wodd. ln Canada, airports
report a Canadian Runway Friction Index, which is a
measurement by an electronic recording decelerometer.
Norwegian airports use the Griptester and the Skiddometer
BV-li. French airports use the lnstrument de Mesure
Automatique de Glissânce (IMAG) and several variations
of the Saab Friction Tester. Two examples of fixed slip
testers designed ftn use by airports are shown in Figures 10
and 11. As a result of the use of such a variety of devices
that report different numbers, a pilot unfamiliar with ttre
local reporting procedure finds it diffìcult to judge the air-
craft stopping distance either for landing or in the event of
a rejected t¿ke off. A reference tester is being prepared for
calibrating ground vehicle testers to fhe IRFI. The intema-
tional reference vehicle (IRV) is a va¡iable fixed slip trailer
based on the design of the IMAG (Figure 12).

FIGURE 11 Runway friction tester (RFT).

FIGURE 12 lnstrument de Mesure Automatique de Glissance
(IMAG)/international reference vehicle (lRV).

The Joint Winter Runway Friction Measurement Pro-
gram has been collectin g dafa with ground vehicles antl
airuaft since 1995. Airports that have participated in the
progfam are Jack Garlantl, North Bay, Ontario; K.L Saw-
yer, Gwinn, Michigau; Gardermoen, Oslo, Norwayl and
Franz Strauss, Munich, Germany. AircrafÏ that have par-
ticipated in the program are Falcon 20, Boeing 7n, ß1,
and 7 57 , Dash-8, and Airbuses A21.9, 220, and 221.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN FRICTION TESTING

The survey questíonnaire included questions relating to
other considerations. such as sample frequency, metlods
for dealing with seasonal variations, the type of test tire
used, the use of accident daø, and methods for dealing
with hydroplaning. These topics are discussed here.



Sample FrequencY

One tlisadvantage of the locked wheel test method is that

the tire cannot be locked continuously without excessive

ûre wear. Fixe<l slip and side force methods can measure

continuously without excessive wear or creating a flat spot

on the tire. The ASTM stândard for the locked wheel

method (3) requires that at leâst five lockups be made tu a

unifcrrm test section. The standard defines test sections antl

their uniformity as fbllows:

-I'est Sections-Test sections shall be defi¡ed as sections of
pavement of uniform age and unifonn composition that have

been subjected to essentially uniform wear. For instance. sharp

curves ancl steep grades shall not be inclucled in the same test

section with level tangent sections, nor shall passing lanes tre

inchrded with traffic lanes. Take skid resistance meâsurements

only on pavements that are free of obvious contaminåtion'

Skid lìesistance ol'a 'Iest Section-Make at least live deter-

minations of the,skid resistance, at intervals not greater than i
k¡n (0.6 niph), in r:ach test section rvith the test vehicle at the

samc later¿l position in any one lane ancl at each specified test

speecl. Consider the arithrnetic average of all determinations to

bè the skid resistance of the test section. If statistical or other

criteria a¡rplied to the skid number for a long test section indi-
câte that il cannot be consiclerecl to be uniform. treat the sec-

tion as two of mote sections.

Tlre sample tiequencies (number of meâsurements per

mile), reported by the states usirìg tlie locked wheel testers

in the United States, are given in Thble 87'

Wheel Path Measured

Most states test in the left wheel patlì of the driving lane'

Under normal conditions, where driving is on the right'

that is the location wlìere the skid resistance is minimum'
Tlìree stâtes arìd Puerfo Rico test only in the right wheel

path. Seven states and Puerto Rico test in both driving and

passirìg lanes. Six stâtes test in both wheel paths, two of
which, Illinois and Louisiana, test wiü the ribbed test tire

in the left wheel path md the smooth tire in the right wheel

patlì.

Seasonal and Short-Term Variations

Pavement friction usually decreases as the pavement âges.

This is due to two mechanisms: under trafftc the aggregate

polishes, which decreases tlìe microtexture, iurd the aggre-

gate wears, which decreases the macrotexture. This general

trend is observed as pavements age and is the reason for

conducting regular surveys. However, particularly in the

northern climates, there are seasonal chan-{es that are not

monotonic (25). Winter oonditiolìs, together with winter

maintenance operatiiltls, tend to increase the microtexture

of the aggregate. Therel'ore, measurements tâken in the

spring or eady summer may be higher tiran they would be
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on the same pavement if the measurements were made

during the late summer or fall. Because network surveys

generally require testing from spring to fall, this seasonal

effect could distort the distribution of the skid resistance of

the network. Another efr'ect, not limited to northern cli-

mates, is a short-term variation caused by rainfall. During

clry periods dust and oil accumulate on the pâvement.

Wren a skid test is made during the dry period the water

that is applied mixes with the dust and oil, which reduces

the measured friction. When the measurements are made

shortly after periods of rain, the pavements are less con-

tâminated and this effect is reduced' There have been at-

tempts to model these seasonal ¿urd short-term effects;

howevet the models are complex and require detailed local

weather data. No agency, domestic or ftrreign, reported

correcting for slìort-tem variations. Only Virginia reported

applying coffecúons for seasonal vadation using lhe re-

ductions to the measured value shown in Table 88. The

Slovak Rqad administration also reported using multipliers

to adjust for seasonal variation. These are also shown fur

Table 88. As an example, the January multiplier is 0.86, so

that a measurement in January of 50 would be adjusted to

43, which would be the expected result of a measurement

in July and August.

Smooth Versus Ribbed Tread Tire

The original ASTM E-274 standard for the lorcked wheel

method specified a tire with five ribs. This tire (ASTM E-

249) was developed for use on a two-wheel trailer on

which both wheels were locked and the force on the hitch

was measured. The lateral stability problem resulting from

locking both wheels on the trailer was alleviated somewhat

when a ribbed test tire was use<I. In ttre eady 1960s force

and torque measuring locked wheel trailers were intro-

ducetl, which made it possible for only one of ttre wheels

to be locked. These systems were the forerunners of the

system described in the currentB-z74 standard, the first

version of which was adopted in 1966.

The sensitivity to the water flow rate also influenced
the choice of the standa¡d test tire. It was noted that the

ribbed tire was less sensitive to water flow rate than a

smooth tire and hence the data would be more reproducible

with the early water delivery systems. NCHRP Report 151

(26), on the correlation and calibration of skid testers, corì-

cluded: "The ribbed tire, because of its lesser sensitivity
to water-film thickness, is therefore the preferred choice

for skid-resistance measurement, which ideally is insen-

sitive to all operational factors." Figure 13 shows the

data cited in this report. Because the ribbed tires, both

rìew ¿ilrd when worn to the limit, showed no effect of water

film thiclness between 0.5 and 0,75 mm (0.02 and 0.03

in.), a nominal film thiclness of 0.64 mm (0.025 in.) was

recommended.
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FIGURE 13 Effect of waterfilm on skid number.
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In 1913, the E-249 tire was replaced by the E-501
seven-ribbed bias-belted tire (4). TheE-5'24 smooth tread
companion to lle E-501 tire was developed in 1975 (5).
The original title of this standard was "standard Specifica-
tion for Standârd Smooth-Tread Tire for Special purpose
Pavement Skid-Resistance Tests." In 1988, the title was
charged to "Standard Specification for Standard Smooth
Tire for Pavement Skid-Resistance Tests." In 1990, the
E-274 standatd was amended and the E-501 and E-524
were given equal status, whereas previous versions of the
standârd harj refèrred f.o the smooth tire as used in .,alter-

native testing for special purposes."

This history demonstrates the increased interest in the
use of the smooth tire for skid testing. In summary, the
ribbed tire was chosen as the test tire for theB-2i{locked
wheel melhod for two reasons: (1) a five-ribbed tire was
already available as a standard for use in an eadier method,
utd (2) ribbed tires are not sensitive to tlìe water flow rate.
The grooves in the ribbed tire provide channels for the
water to flow out of the tire pavement interface. These
channels are much larger than the flow area provided by
the macrotexture. Therefore, measurements with the ribbed
tires are also insensitive to macrotexture, but are pre.domi-
nantly influenced by microtexttxe (27).

One reason that agencies may be reluctatìt to use the
smooth tire is that their friction numbers would be lower.
Another reason for the resistance to change is that chang-
ing to a smooth tire would produce datå that could not be
compared with historicat data. Both tires have their merits

in the evaluation of skid resistance, but the information
they provide must be interpreted correctly. V/hen both tires
are used, as in Illinois and Louisian4 both microtexture
and macrotexture can be evaluated.

Either tire can be used to report the IFI because macro-
texture is also measured in the IFI approach. A ribbed tire
locked wheel measurement, together rvith a macrotexture
measurement, can be used to determine the IFI (9). This
could allow an agency to continue the use of a ribbed tire if
the IFI is adopted. However, the adjustnent of the ribbed
tread data to detennine tle friction number (F60) is
slightly less reliable than the smooth tread tire.

Skid Resistance and Accident Data

Early attempts to relate accident data to skirj resistance
measured witli a ribbed tire were unsuccessful. Rizen-
bergs et al. (28), using accident datå from Kentucky,
plotted ttre ratio of wet-to-dry accident frequency
against skid number (Figure 14). It is evirJent from rhis
plot that there is no direct correlation between this measure
of wet pavement safety and the skid number measured with
the ribbed tire.

During the late 1970s after the smooth tread tire stan-
dard was introduced, there was inøeased interest in its use,
particularly wittr respect to accident frequency. A L9'lg
Connecticut study (29) concluded that "A good correspon-
dence between low smooth-tire skid numbers and accident
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experience can be seen" and "Ribbed-tire correspondence better indicåtor of safety than data from ribbed ti¡e meas-
was quite poor." The study further concluded that on urements. However, because many other factors contribute
pavements that had smooth tire skid numbers (SN40S) to accidents, includin-q pavement condition, prevailing
greatff thanZ1 there were fewer wet skidding accidents. speed, and t¡affic conditions, olìe should not expect to bé

able to predict accident freguency from skid resistance data
In 7984, the Florida Deparünent of Transportation be- alone.

gan collecting smooth and ribbed tread tire data at wet ac-
cident sites (30). They reported data for pavements where
more than 50 percent of the total accidents occurred during Hydroplaning
wet weather and for pavements where less than 25 percent
of the total accidents occurred during wet weather. Pave- The term hydroplaning should not be confused with wet
ments where between 25 percent and 50 percelìt of the ac- skidding: the two are very different. wlren hydroplaning
cidents occurred during wet weather were not reported. occurs the entire tire footprint separates from the pavement
These data are plotted in Figure 15. Note that a horizontal and the pavement no longer plays a role in the ftiction pro-
line drawn at SN40S = 25 separated the two categories cess, Conversely, the pavement texture and transverse pro-
quite well. Only tlree accident rate sites have a value of file does influence the amount of water available to cause
SN40S greater than 25 and only one low accident rate site hydroplanin-q. Tests at the NASA Wallops Flight Faciliry
has a value of less than 25. Further investigation showed on Virginia's Eastern Shore showed that the hydroplaning
that the three points above the line were on four-lane speed was the same on ftooded grooved and nongrooved
húghways antl it was not cerøin wlnich l@). FNCHRP srudy (S2FconcluCe¿ ttrat
There was no coffesponding vertical line at a value of grooving should be in the direction of the gradient to allow
SN40R. wltich separates tlle two categories as well. This for better drainage and, thøefore, to reduce the potential
indicates that the smmrth tire ski<t resistance data are ¿ for hydroplaning.
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CHAPTERTHREE

PAVEMENTTEXTURE

The levels of pavement texture that affect friction are mi-
crotexture, consisting of wavelengths of I ¡ln to 0.5 mm
(0.0004 in. to 0.02 in.), and macrotexture, with wave-

lengths of 0.5 mm to 50 mm (0.02 in, to 2 in.). If both mi-
crotexture and macrotexture are maintained at high levels,

they can provide resistance to skidding on wet pavements.

A recent European study (33) reports that increased

macrotexture reduces total accidents, under both wet and

dry conditions. Furfhermore, this study shows that in-

creased macrotexture reduces accidents at lower speeds

than previously believed.

TEXTURE EFFECTS

Pavement texture is the f'eature of the road surface that ul-

timately determines most tire/road interactions, including
wet f¡iction, noise, splash and spray, rolling resistance, and

dre wea¡. Pavement textule h¿l^s been ætegorized into tlree
ranges based on the wavelength of its components: microtex-

ture, macrotexture, and megatexture. Wavelengths longer than

the upper limit of megatexture are defined by the terms

roughness or evenness. At tlie 18th Wodd Ro¿rd Congress,

the Committee on Surface Cha¡acteristics of the World
Road Association (PIARC) proposed the definitions of the

wavelength range for each of the categories shown in Fig-

u¡e 16 (-t4). The committee further proposetl the range of
the texture wavelengths thât are important for various

tire/road interactions, which are also shown in Figure 16.

Vy'et pavement friction is primarily affected by the range

described by microtexture and macrotexture. Because the

range of microtexture and marxotexture affects noise,

splash and spray, and tire wear, pavements designed with
high friction values may have adverse affects on these

characteristics.

Theoretically, it should be possible to predict fllehoad
interactions, including wet pavement friction, from texture

alone. Kummer (3,1.¡ proposed a model for rubber friction

that considered two componerìts of the friction: an adhe-

sion component that depends on microtextue and a hys-

teresis comporìent that is determined by the macrotex-

ture. This model has not been implemented, primarily
because of tbc diffiqllty of dlresf measl¡remen¡of mi-
crotexture profiles. However, macrotexture profiles,

which now can be obtained at highway speeds to sup-

plement fiiction measurements, âre used by some a-qen-

cies. The Penn State Model (ó), the International Friction
Index (9), and the Rado Model (14) all require a macro-

texture measurement.

MICROTEXTURE MEASU REMENT

Currently (here is no system capable of measuring micro-

texture profiles at highway speeds. A profile of the micro-

texture of an in-service pavement surfäce also ctluld be

misleading. The portions of the pavement surface that

conúact the tires are polished by traffic, and it is the micro-
texture of the surface of the exposed aggtegate that comes

into contact with the tire that influences the friction. The

valleys are rìot subjected to polishing and their contribution

to the overall microtexture should not be included in pre-

diction of friction.
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FIGURE 16 Texture wavelength influence on surface characterisitcs (34).
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Because of the difüculty in measuring miøotexture pro-
files, a surrogate for microtexture is generally preferred.
As noted in chapter 2, wet pavement. lriction at low speeds
is primarily influenced by microtexture. In research at tlre
Pennsylvania State University (3O, a high correlation was
found between the parameter ps of the Penn State Model in
Eq. (1) and the root mean square (RMS) of the microtex-
ture profile height. The parameter, p6, is the zero speed in-
tercept of the friction-speed curve and characterizes the
liiction at low slip speeds. It was also found that the Britistr
Pendulum Numbers (BPNs) were highly correlated with the
parameter /o. The slider of the British portable Tester (BpT)
engages only the portion ofthe asperities that are subject to
polishing by traffic and therefore ttre BpN values could be
considered as the surrogate for microtexture.

ïre DFTester measures the friction between three slid-
ers mounted on a spinning disc. The values of the friction
when the slip speed is 20 lan/h are highly correlated with
BPN values, as shovm in Figure 17. Measurements at the
annual NASA Fricrion Workshops (1993-1999) have in-
cluded several DFTesters and BPTs. There is a signifi-
cantly higher variability among tlre BpTs than among the
DFTesters (37).

h the United Kingdom, the SCRIM values are synony-
mous witì microtexture. The SCRIM is a side force coeffi-
cient measuring device and therefore the sliding speed of
the test tire is relatively low. The SCRIM operates at tIafftc
speeds; however, because the slip speed is low, it serves as
a surrogate for a microtexture measurement.

70
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FIGURE 17 British pendulum number versus dynamic friction tester for sites at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility
(1 ee8).
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The PIARC Model for the IFI avoids the need for
measuring microtexture, if macrotexture measules are
available. A measurement at any slip speed, together with
the macrotexture parameter, determines the fiiction as a
function of slip speed.

There is currently no practical procedure for the direct
measurement of the microtexture profile in fafic. Such a
procedure would possibly enable testers to avoid the meas-
urement friction altogether by measuring microtexture and
macrotexture in order to predict the wet pavement f¡iction
as a function of speed. This would eliminate the need to
carry water and use a high-powered host vehicle.

MACROTEXTUR E MEASUREM ENT

The classic measure of pavement macrotexture is a volu-
metric method (8), typically referred to as the ,.sandpatch"

method. Originally the method required spreading a speci-
fied volume of Ottawa sand, which passed a No. 50 sieve
and was retained on a No. 100 sieve. The sand is spread on
the pavement in a circular motion with a spreading tool.
The area of the roughly circular patch of sand is calculated
by using the average of four equally spaced diameters. The
volume divided by the area is reported as the Mean Texture
Depth (MTD). The tools required to perform the volumet-
ric methord are shown in Figure 18. The current ASTM
ståndard requires the use of glass spheres instead of sand.
The material was chan-qed for two reasons: (1) glass
spheres spread more uniformly than sand with its irregular



FIGURE 18 Equipment for volumetric method for mean texture

depth.

shape and (25 very low yields are usually obtained when

s-oËsafld:årffiieved, whereas¿þsrspheres thât{I@a-,.drâgeoith6etwoaeakheights
the size specifîcation are commercially available, antl the is rhe mean segment depth. The a\¡erage value of the mean

necessity to sieve the material is avoided. A variation of segment depths for all segments making up the measured pro-

^*^aL^¡ --^^r L-, r\r^e^ :ô +r.o {./J¡a¡¡a Dor¡.}r fileisreporteclastheMPD.
necessity to sieve the material is avoided. A variation of
the volumetric method used by NASA is the "Grease Patch

Method" (38) ir which the material is grease.

In Japan, anotlìer variation of the method uses glass

spheres, but spreads them in a linear track using a spreader

that is maintain ed at a small lixed distance above the sur-

face in a fixture of constânt width. The length of the track

on a surface and the length of a track on a glass plate allow

the texture depth (ZD) to be calculated from:

7P:v(Lt- 
L') 

(s)
a LrL,

where V is the volume of the glass spheres used, L, is the

lengtlr of the track on the glass pIaæ, L" is the length of the

üack on the surface, and ø is the widtl of the fixtu¡e. It
would appear that this method would have less operator vari-

ability than with the raditional method; however, at this time

there are no suffrcient data to support this hypothesis' One

problem with this method is that on surfaces having very

deep texture the glass spheres tend to flow under the sides

of the fixture, resulting in the overestimation of the texture

depth. In practice, this is usually not a significant problem,

because macrotexturÈ is not critical in such cases.

In the past decade significant advances have been made

in laser technology and in the computational power and

speed of small computers. As a result" systems are now

available that can measure macrotexture at traffic speeds.

The profiles produced by these devices can be used to

compute various profile stâtistics such as the Mean Profile

Depth (MPD) (11,12), the overall RMS of the profile

height, and other parameters that reduce the profile to a
single parameter. Oc[ave band and third octave band spec-

tral analysis is also used in applications for tire/road noise.

ZI

The center texture wavelengths for profile spectral analysis

have been standârdized by the International Standards Or-

ganization (ISO) (39). Narrow band spectral analysis was

not previously considered to be very useful in tire/road in-

teractions by some researche{s;horvever-a recent study in
Wisconsin (40) has found narrow band fast Fourier trâns-

form analysis to be useful in tire noise analysis for portland

cemerìt concrete (PCC) pavements.

It was found in the PIARC international experiment (9)

that the best parameter to describe the macrotexture f'or the

prediction of wet pavement frictiotl is the MPD, as defined by
ASTM and ISO (11,12), The MPD is calculated as fbllows:

The measured profi1e is divided into se€lments having a length

of 100 mm (4 in.). The slope of each segment is suppressed by
subtracting a linear regression of the segment. This also pro-

vicles a zero mean profile, i.e., the area above the reference

height is equal to the area below it. 'Ihe segment is then di-
vided in half and the height of the highest peak in each hall

When the MPD was used to determine lhe speed con-

stant (Sp) of the IFI, the best results were obtained. The

volumeEic method also produced good results in predict-

ing So in the experiment. The results for both predictions

are given in the ASTM st¿ndard practice for calculating the

rFr (10):

S p = 89.7 MPD + I4.z (9)

where MPD and MTD are expressed in millimeters, and ,tt
is in kilometers/hour.

Sp =L13,6MTD-lt.a (10)

Combining Eqs. (9) and (10), an expression relating the

MTD to the MPD yields:

MTD = 0.79MPD+0.23 (11)

When MPD is used to predict MTD the result is called

the Estimated Texture Depth (BTD). The expression given

for the ETD in the ISO and ASTM standard practices for

calculating MPD (11,12) uses Eq. (11), but with the coeffr-

cients rounded to single precision: 0.8 and 0.2, respec-

tively. The mean size of the glass spheres is approximately

0.2 mm (0.0075 in.), and when MTD was measured on a

smooth aluminum panel at the NASA Wallops Flight Fa-

cility the result was 0.16 mm (0.006 in.) (37).

A new device for measuring MPD, called the Circular

Track Meter (CTMetÐ (41), was introduced in 1998. The

CTMeter (Figure 19) can be used in the laboratory as well
as in the field and is a companion to the DFTester. It
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uses a laser to measure a profile in a circle 800 mm (31.5
in.) in circumfereuce. The mean depth of each 100-mm (4-
in.) sdgmeñt oi arc of the circlõ is computed aòcording to
the standard practices of ASTM and ISO. The CTMeter is
controlled by a notebook computer, which also perf'orms
the calculations and sf.ores the mean depth of each seg-
ment. The averages of the depths of fhe two arcs that are
perpendicular to the travel direction and the two arcs that
are in the di¡ection of travel a¡e also computed. For esti-
mating the MTD it has been found that the best results are
obøined when all eight segment depttrs are av'eraged. Ex-
cellent results are obtained evelì on grooved pavements.
Figure 20 shows the results of tests at the NASA Wallops
Flight Facility during 1998 and 1999. The coetlìcients in
the relationshi¡l between MTD and MPD a¡e different from
those in Eq. (11), as might be expected because of the dif-
ferent ma¡urer in which the profìle is obtained.

Another useful device for characterizing pavement
macrotexture is the outflow metet (42). The outflow meter.
shown in Figure 21, is a trÍìrìsparent vertical cylinder that
rests on a rubber amrulus placed on the pavement. A valve
at the bottom of the cylinder is closed and the cylinder is
filled with water. Tlìe valve is then opened and the time for
the water level to fall by a fixed arnount is measured. hi the
original outflow lneter, tlìe time, in seconds, was measured
with a stopwatch as the level passed two m¿rks inscribed
on the cylinder and was reported as the outflow time
(OFI). A major improvement has been the incorporation
of an electronic timer, which measures the time for the
level to fall f¡om an upper elecfrode to a lower electrode in
the water. The OFT is highly correlated with the MPD and
the MTD for nonporous pavements. Figure 22 shows the
correlation between MTD and OFT, as measured by the
FHV/A outflow meter for nonporous surfaces at the NASA
Wallops Flight Facility. It should be emphasized that this

FIGURE 21 Outflow meter.

MTo (mm)

FIGURE 20 CTMeter mean profile depth versus mean texture depth for sites at the NASA
Wallops Flight Facility.

FIGURE 19 Circular track meter (CIMeter).
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FIGURE 22 Outflow time versus mean texture depth at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility.

relationship is fbr data obtåined with the FI{WA outflo'"v
meter, which may have different dimensions than other
outllow meters in use. Comparison of the OFT and the
MTD is a potential me.thod to assess the effectiveness of
the porous surface.

THE USE OF TEXTURE DATA

Of the 42 U.S. agencies that responded to the question-
naire, five stâtes and NASA reported that they measure
macrotexture. In addition, Texas began using matxotexture
measurements in 2000 f'or condition surveys, accident

analysis, and noise. Comparatively, 15 of the 28 non-U.S.
agencies responding measure macrotexture. Thble B9
sumrrmrizes the use of ùracrotexture measurements bv
those agencies that measure macrotexture,

No states specify minimum requirements for macrotex-
ture. Great. Britain attempts to provide an MTD of 1.5 mm
(0.06 in.) for new pavements. Derunark has begun to
measure macrotexture simultaneously with their liiction
measurements and is developing intervention levels. Target
levels for maintenance, surface restoration, and construc-
tion are given in Table 810 for the eight agencies that re-
ported levels in the questionnaire.
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CONSTRUCTION AND SURFACE RESTORATION CONSIDERATIONS

The development of strategies for construction and surface
restoraúon includes criteria not only for friction, but als<l
other performance considerations such as noise, durability,
splash and spray, tire wear, and rolling resistance. Various
sfrategies for achieving pavement performance require-
ments are available both fbr new construction, incluiling
tining and dragging, and mix design for porous surfaces.
For surfäce restoration, grinding, grooving, microsurfac-
ing. shot peening, and seal coating are widely used.

DESIGN CRITERIA

Tâble 811 summarizes the ratings of relative importance of
pavement performance considerations given by agencies
that responded to the questionnaire. The averages of each
factor are given in Table 2 for ratings derived from both
U.S. and non-U.S. responses. Each respondent was asked
to rate perfonnance on a scale of 1 to 3, where a rating of 1

is very importarìt and a rating of 3 is relatively unimpor-
t¿nt. Wlere no rating was given, a value of 4 was assigned
for the purposes of computing arì âverage rating.

TABLE 2

SUMI\{ARY OF DtsSIGN CRI'IERIA RA INGS

Ranking
Design Crìteria United States Other Countries

Durability
Skid resistance
Splash and spray
Exterior noise
In-vehicle noise
Rolling resistance
Tire wear

Limestone aggregates. although generally very durable,
oÍten polish, resulting in poor microtexture. Polish resistânt
aggregates maintain their surface macrotexture by sacrifi-
cial wear (a3). Ideally, an aggregàte should wear at. a rate
just sufficient to renew its microtexture, tiereby providing
resisúance to polishing with a minimum of wear.

'When pmous surfaces are used to provide good skid re-
sistance and splash and spray qualities there is often a sac-
rifice in durability. Raveling (rccurs because of the aging of
the biuder, and the layer may be worn away in a very short
period of time (44). However, improvements in the tech-
nology of mixture design, including the use of modified
binders tc¡ reduce (he tendency to ravel, have improved the
performance of porous friction courses.

Grooving or tining of PCC pavements is often necessary
to provide adequâte skid resistance, but introducin-q grooves
causes tlte resulting surface to be more susceptible to wear.
p¿rticularly where chains and studded tires are in use.

Skid Resistance

As discussed in chapter 2, skid resistance can be evaluated
by several different methods. When skid resistance is used
as one of the criteria for pavement design the method of
measurement will intluence the result. Twenty states re-
ported measuring skid resist¿nce on both newly con-
structed and restored pavements (see Table B3). puerto

Rico reported skid testing on new construction only, and
Kansas tests both new and restored surfaces after 1 year.
Although tlese ståtes report that they measure skid resis-
tånce on these projects, only fbur states (Maine, Minne-
sota, Washington, and Wisconsin) reported minimum fric-
tion requirements fc¡r construction and surface restoration
(see Table B6). Maine, Washington, and Wisconsin specify
levels for locked wheel numbers (SN40R) with a ribbed
tire greater than 35, 30, and 38, respectively. Minnesota
requires an SN40R -qreâter than 45 and an SN40S
greafer than 37. Minnesot¿ also requires an lv{TD
greater than 0.8 mm (0.03 in.) on new pCC surfaces.
Although not contractually required, those st¿tes tlat did
not report minimum requirements for new surfaces would
probably expect levels above their intervention levels re-
ported in Table 85.

Aggregate specifications are used by agencies to de-
sign skid resistant pavements. For evaluating aggregate

1.1

1.2
2.0
2.4
1À

2.7
2.7

1.3
1.4
1.8
2.2
2.4
2.7
2.9

The ratings are remarkably consistent; showing no great
differences between the United States and other countries.
Skid resistance is a close second to durability in importance.

Durability

Respondents ranked durability as the most important de-
sign consideration. This high rarking was only slightly
above the reported importance given to skid resistance.
Durability is closely related to economic considerations;
(herefore, it is logical that it would rank as the highest de-
sign criteria.
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Rolling Resistance

Rolling resistance is affected by wavelengths above tiose

of the macrotexture and, because wavelengths above

macrotexture do not significantly affect skid resistance, it
is not necessary to compromise design for rolling resis-

tance. Tbe overall ranking of rolling resistance was found

to be relatively unimPortant.

Tire Wear

Tire wear increases with increasing miøotexture. Gootl

microtexture is required to provide good skid resistance.

As with rolling resistance, the overall ranking of ti¡e wear

was found to be relatively unimportant. A model based on

lab,t'ratory dataat low speed (8 kn/h) shows that wear is a

directly proportional area under the microtexture portion of
the power spectral density curve (49). There are no dat¿ in

the literature to quantify the relationship between tire wear

and microtexture at high sPeeds.

DESIGN FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION

Porous Wearing Courses

Porous asphalt wearirg courses provide excellent wet

weather friction antl reduce splash and spray and exterior

noise levels. There are, however, disadvantages to porous

surfacing. This tlpe of surfäce has potential for eady failure.

A'?ule of thunU'in The Nethedands is that porous asphalt

suriaces must be reconstructed after 9 years (50), altlough

the response to the questionnaire from this country claims

Incorporate fielcl performance in aggregate

qualification

polishability the most commonly used test is the Los An-
geles Abrasion Test (45). The Briúsh Wheel (19) is also

used by many agencies, particularly in Europe' Arkansas

uses ttre Penn State Reciprocating Polisher (46). fn addi-

úon, laboratory samples of mixes are tested by some agen-

cies using the British Port¿ble Tester (18). which provides

an evaluation of the microtexture. In Japan, the DFlester
(20) is used for evaluating laboratory samples, Thble 812

summarizes the survey responses for tests used for

evaluating aggregates.

A survey of the guidelines for evaluating skid resistance

in hot mix asphalt pavement design was conducted h l99l
Ø7). The responses from the 48 contiguous states are

sunmarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3

USE OF SKID RESISTANCE IN ASPHALT CONCRETE

No specific guidelines to add¡ess skid resist¿nce 
¡

Skid resistance accounted for through rnix design i

General aggregate classification procedures are 
i

used i

laboratory evaluation of aggregate frictional
properties

Note: There were 52 responses because 4 statçs use both items 4 md 5'

Skid resistance, however, is an important element of the

long-term pavemerìt performance GIPP) study (48) being

conducted in the United States and Canada. Lcrked wheel

tests were conducted in 46 states, the District of Columbia,

Puerto Rico, and 9 provinces ilr Canada. Historical data on

the sites with measurements were collected every 2 years,

Írom 1989 to 1995, and are available for the comparison of
materials and pavement design. Measurements continue to

be performed on some of the sites, although not âs a part of
the LITP program.

Splash and SPraY

Increasing macrotexture reduces splash and spray and in-

creases skid resistance (see Figure 16). Also' porous

wearing courses reduce splash and spray and inøease skid

resistance. In general, pavements with good splash and

spray characteristics have good skid resistance,

Exterior Noise

Tire pavement noise is a prime consideration when ad-

dressing skid resistance. Exterior noise levels increase with

increasing macrotexture. as shown in Figure 16' This is the

range of textüe that is important in providing good skid

25

resistance, particularly at high speeds. Transverse grooving

or tining of pavements to provide skid resistance can result

in high levels of exterior noise. When grooves or tines are

uniformly spaced, producing noise with a tonal quality, the

resulting noise can be particularly annoying to residents

adjacent to the roadway. Randomly varying the spacing or

skewing the grooves or tirìes can reduce this problem (40).

Transverse grooves and tines were found to generate more

noise than longitudinal grooves or tines.

ln-Vehicle Noise

According to the PIARC study (34), in-vehicle noise is af-

fected primarily by the higher wavelengths of macrotexture

and by megatexture. Some design trade-off may be neces-

sary if in-vehicle noise is considered importânt. This is

particularly true for tined and transverse-grooved PCC

14

9
7

18
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a life expectancy of up to 12 )'eârs (see Table 813). Con-
struction costs are higher due to tbe requirements of quality
aggregates and the necessity to use modified asphalt or ad-
ditives. The life expectancy of porous wearing courses re-
ported by the st¿tes that routinely use them, such as Ari-
zon4 Florid4 Georgi4 Oregon, and Wyoming, varies from
8 to 20 years.

Porous asphalt requires more salt during winter mainte-
nance, which has a negative influence on the environment.
Maintenance of the surtäce course is more expensive than
traditiolìal asphalt, particularly if the porous properties
deteriorate because of accumulation of dirt in the voids
(44). Cleaning methods have been experimented with,
but have not been very successful in providing a lasting
improvement.

Thble 813 summarizes the responses to the survey
questions about porous friction courses. Note the wide
range of expectecl life: from 4 to 20 years, Wearing course
thicknesses ran-ee from 13 to 50 mm, but 25 mm is typical.

TTning

Tining is commonly used in new PCC pavements, often
in conjunction with burlap drag or Astro Turf finishes,
to provide adequate friction characteristics. Transverse
tining is trrost common, but longitudinal tining is some-
times used in areas sensitive to noise. The tent¿tive rec-
ommendation of the FIIWA PCC Surface Texture Tech-
nical V/orking Group (5/) for transverse tining is a
spacing between 10 and 76 mm (0.4 and 3 in.), a width
of 3 t 0.5 mrn (0.12 x.0,02 in.), and a depth of berween
3 and 6 mm (0.12 and 0.24 in.). Narrow, deep grooves
are better from the standpoint of noise generation than
shallow, wide grooves. The New South Wales Concrete
Pavement Design Manual (52) recommends groove
depths of between 1.5 and 3 nxn (0.06 and 0.12 in.),
with variable spacing ("to reduce humming") for rural
roads. These surfaces are reported to be equivalerìt to
dense-graded asphalt f'or noise gene.ration, but have friction
characteristics equivalent to open-grarJed asphalt at botlì 80
and 110 km/h (50 and ó5 mph).

When longitudinal tining is used, the FIIWA Technical
Working Group (51) recommends a spacing of 19 mm
(0.75 in.), a width of 3 + 0.5 mm (0.62¡ 0.02 in.), and a
deptlr of between 3 and 6 rnm (0.12 and 0.24 in.). The
spacing of 19 mm (0.75 in.) w.ls also the recommendation of
a Wisconsin sfudy. To provide adequate microtexture, a high-
quality mix with a minimum of 25 percent of the total aggre-
gate should be quartz (siliceous) sand (40).

Of the agencies respondfug to tlte questionnaire, most re-
ported using ransverse tining (Table 814). Only Michi-san
and Quebec reported the use of longitudinal tining, and

although not reported by the respondent, California also
uses longitudinal tining, Thirty-one U.S. agencies reported
the use of tining, but nine of those did not indicate the tine
spacing. The majority use a tine spacing of between 12 and
25 mm (0.5 and 1.0 in.). Japan uses 30-mm (1.2-in.) ¿nd
New Jersey reported 50-urm (2.0-nr.) spacing.

Astro Turf Drag

In 1994, ColorarJo initiated a study of Astro Turf drag (53).
Nine surfaces were prepared with various combinations of
Astro Turf dra-e, tining, and grooving (see Täble 4). Fric-
tion was measured by the ASTM E-274 locked wheel
method with both the smooth and ribbed test tires as placed
itt 1994 and after a year in 1995. Astro Turf drag without
tining or grooving was unsatisfactory after 1 year (sections
I andZ). The Astro Turf drag did not significantly improve
tlte state standard tinin,q, either as placed or after 1 year
(sections 3 and 4 were about the salre). Sections 5 through
9 performed well, but the contribution by the Astro Turf
drag could not be evaluated, because there were no corre-
sponding control sections without the Astro Turf drag.

TABLE 4

COLORADO ASTRO TURFDRAG STIIDY (5.1)

Section Ti¡e/Groove Spacing (rnrn) Astro Turf Drag

I
)
J

4
5

6

8

9

None
None

25 transverse tine
25 transverse tine

Random transverse tine
12 transverse tine

1 9 longitudinal tine
Random transverse groove

I 9 transverse groove

Transversc
Longituclinal

None
I-ongitudinal
I-ongitudinal
Longitudinal
Longitudinal
Longitudinal
Longitudinal

Burlap Drag and Broomed Surfaces

It is a commc¡n practice to provide texture to PCC surfaces
by dragging or brooming the surface during placement.
These practices provide a modest amount of macïotexture,
but are inadequate for high-speed highways unless fol-
lowed by tining. They also provide an initial improvement
of the microtexture, but this does not last under heavy traf-
fic (5/).

Stone Mastic Asphalt (SMA)

The use of SMA originated in Europe in the 1960s, but
was not intoduced into ttre United St¿tes until the early
1990s (55,ó3). Its primary advantage is resistance to de-
formation, but it has been shown to have better fÍictional
characteristics than traditional asphalt.



SMA is a gap-graded, dense asphitlt cement concrete,

with a high percentâge of coarse aggreg te, typically 10 to

15 mm (0.4 to 0.6 in.). The mix contains a high percentage

of mineral filler, and modified asphalt and/or f,rbers are of-

ten used to prevent draindown. As a result of the aggregate

gradation SMA has excellent macrotexture' Trials in On-

tario in the early 1990s (5a) reported "better" skid resis-

tance than hot mix asphalt. Trials in the United Kingdom

in the late 1990s (55) confirmed that SMA has excellent

mâüotextüe levels and that it retains tlese levels under

heavy truck tr¿rlTtc. The initial sandpatch texture depth

(MTD) was 1.5 rnm (0.06 in.), which fell to 1'2 rnm (0.05

in.) after a few montls of traffic on a single-lime highway'

with 1,000 heavy vehicles per day. After 21 months it
maintaineil ¿ur MTD of 1.1 mm (0.04 in.). In addition, the

speed gradient is less than that t'or large-aggregate hot-

rolled asphalt. Friction measurements made with a Grip-

tester on a runway resulted in a readhg of 0.81 at 60 km/h
(36 mph), only lalling to 0.73 at 130 hn/h (78 mph).

Superpave

Superpave is a design procedure developed under the

Strate-eic Highway Researclt Program from 1987 to 1993.

The narne is an acrcmym for $gperior Performing Asphalt

Pavements. The Superpave design pru:edure does not di-
rectly address skid resistance, but it does address ruttilìg,

which has a direct relationship to lìydroplaning'

SURFACE RESTORATION STRATEGIES

The questionnaire responses orì practices to improve the

frictional characteristics of existittg pavements âre summa-

rized in Table 815. For asphalt concrete pavements the

most common practices are microsurfacing and seal coat-

ing. For PCC the most comtnon practice has been grooving.

although the use of diamond grinding is increasing. Shot

peening is also used for PCC pavements to a lesser extent.

ln addition, it is used tbr rubber removal on runways.

Microsurfacing

Microsurface treatments are widely used to restore pave-

ments that are súucturally souttd, but have surface distress

or inadequate friction characteristics. It consists of apply-

ing a very thin binder and a monolayer of aggregate. Spe-

cial equipment is usually required and the binder and ag-

gregate are often proprietary.

Aggressive mi<rosurface treaÍnents have been pro-

moted to improve skid resistance. In the United Kingdom,

ShellGrip was int¡oduced in the early 1960s for treating

black spots. ShellGrip is an epoxy resin with calcined

2',1

bauxite chippings. It was infroduced into the United States

under the trade name SprayGrip in the late 1960s, but was

abandoned due to logistics and cost. Shellcrip is also used

in continental Europe. The Italian Autostrâde has used

ShellGrip extensively in the past, but has cooperated with
Italian industry to develop the It¿lgrip System. Italgrip was

applied in demonstration projects in Wisconsin and Vir-
ginia in the late sunìmer of 1999. The Italgrip binder is a
two-component epoxy resin and the aggregate is a syn-

thetic corundum-like material with ltigh porosity. The re-

sult is long-lasting macrotexture of approximately l,-mm

texture depth (MTD). Italgrip is currently being evaluated

for its potential use in North America(56). Novachip was

developed in France in the 1980s and was introduced to tlre

United States in 1998. Initial applications in Minnesota and

Iowa were made in i998 and 1999. Novachip is a thin, gap-

graded hot mix plaæd over a polyner-modified memb'rane.

In 19j6, qle !Cqg14 lgp3l@ent of Transportation used

microsurfacing to restore 92 lane-km of Tnterstate 285' us-

ing 9.5-mm (0.37-in.) screenings with a polymer-modified

asphalt emulsion. It reportedly has performed quite well to
date, providing excellent rirJe quality, good pavement fric-

tion characteristics, and low noise levels.

Seal Coat

Seal coats or chip seals a¡e also used to restore pavement

friction characteristics and extend the life of pavenents.

Asphalt binder is sprayed onto the surface followed by the

application of a single layer of single-sized aggregate. As

opposetl to microsurfbcing, seal coats use conventional

materials and do not require the same level of care in ap-

plication. However, particular care must be taken to obtain

the proper aggregate and binder application ra.tes. Seal coats

generally have a shorter useful life than microsurfacings.

Grooving

Saw cut grooviug has been the traditiolìal means to restore

adequate frictional characteristics of PCC pavemerìts'

Tined PCC pavements lose their macrotexture with wear

iurd grooving restores the maøotexture. Most grooving is
tongitudinal (parallel to the direction of úavel), but trans-

verse grooving is used on bridge decks, aþort runways,

and at intersections. Where tire-pavement noise is a prob-

lem, transverse grooves should be randomly spaced'

Transverse grooves provide drainage paths to the shoulder,

which ¿rlleviates ponding, but produce higher noise levels.

If ASTM E-2'74 (3) locked wheel skid numbers witb a

ribbe¡J ASTM E-501 (4) test tire were the criterion for
pave.ment friction evaluation, pavements would not be

grooved. The ribs ofthe test tire provide sufficient drainage ilr
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FIGURE 23 SN40S versus SN40R on grooved and ungrooved sections.

the footprint, and the grooves do not increase the skid
number. However, if the ASTM E-524 (5) smooth test tire
is used, the increase of the skid number due to grooving is
large. Figure 23 shows the results of tests performed wiûr
both tires on four sections oflnterstate 80 in Pennsylvani4
where a portiolì of the pavement was grooved, but the
original surface remained before and after the grooved
portion (6). Measurenterìts were made on both the grooved
and ungrooved portions with both tires. Note that there is
very little increase in the values of SN40R: the average in-
crease is 2.2 sktd numbers or 5 percent. Conversely, the
values of SN40S in¡reased remarkably in the grooved por-
tions: 19.7 skid numbers or 104 percent. Most states stil
use the E-2'14 test with the ribbed E-501 tire to evaluate
skid resistance; therefore, "improvement' of skid resis-
tance is not the criterion for choosing grooving. They do,
howeve¡, recognize that grooving results in a reduction of
accidents and suggests lhat tests with smooth tires would
correlate well with accident experience (see Figure 14).

Typical dimensions of sawed transverse grooves are
width and depth between 3 and 6 rnm, respectively, with a
spacing of between 13 and 25 mm (52). Random spacing
and/or skewed grooves are often used to reduce ttre high
sound pressure level ofa narrow band of frequency (tonal-
iÍy, "humming").

Shot Peening

Shot peening witì steel balls was first used on aþort run-
ways for rubber removal. Very light shot peening is used
for this purpose and the equipment speed is relatively high.
Slowing down the process can remove binder and increase

the macrotexture. The slower the process the greater the
increase in macrotexture. For highways, the rejuvenation
of macrotexture by shot peening is often evaluated by the
outflow time (42) or the sandpatch method (d). Shot peen-
ing is performed on asphalt surfaces to a lesser extent than
on PCC surfaces. Shot peening is performed in Europe and
Japan, as well as in the United Søtes and Canada. Six sec-
tions oI a PCC runway at the NASA Waltops Flight Facil-
ity have been treated with varying degrees of shot peening
(5D, using the Skidabrader equipment shom in Figre24.
Figure 25 strows the effect of shot peening. A summary of
t¡e results is contained in Thble 5, where the speed of the
treafnent is given for each section. The speed to produce a
given level of macrotexture depends, however, on lhe ma-
terial properties of the binder and aggregate. Shot peening
increases the skid resistance and reduces the tire pavement
noise (52). The long-term effectiveness of shot peening
may depend on the aggregate type and quality.

FIGURE 24 Skidabrader equipment.

Diamond Grinding

Diamond grinding is primarily used to remove roughness
in order to improve ride quality and rutting, but the skid
resistance is also improved. Mosher (58) measu¡ed five
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FIGURE 25 Surlace after Skidabrader treatment.

TABLE 5

SKIDABRADER RESULTS AT THE NASA WALLOPS FLIGFTT FACILTTY-1996

Section Level ofTreatment
Operating Speed

lm/min (ft/min)l SN40S
MTD
(mm)

0.51
0.65
0.73
t.'t2
2.2'7

1.53

s0
S1

S2

S3

s4
s5

Untreated surface
Light treatment, 1993

Moderate treaturent, 1 993
Normaltreatment, 1993
Ser€re treatment, 1993
Normal treatrnent, 1 995

Not applicable
2ts Qa)
15,2 (50)
10.7 (35)
6.1 Q0)

10.7 (3s)

16.2
31.5
30.6
39.9
53.1
44.0

projects in five different states using a Saab Fliction Tester

with a smooth test tire. The average increase of the friction
measurements in¡nediately after grinding was 90 percent.

An average reduction of 1.2 m/km (75 in./mile) in rough-

ness was also measu¡ed with a Mays Ridemetel. Early
studies by Farnsworth in California (59) and Walters in
I¡uisiana (ó0) reported significant reduction in accidents

on both wet and dry surfaces. A 1998 lüisconsin study (ó1)

compared the accident rates on ground and tined surfaces.

The results are given in Table 6.

Diamond ground grooves a¡e much smaller and more

closely spaced than saw cut grooving: 5- to 6-mm (0.2- to

0.24lr¡..) spacing, 1.6-mm (0.06-in.) typical depth, 2.3- to
3.8-mm (0.09- to 0.15-in.) width, and 1.5- to 3.3-mm (0.06

TABLE6

COMPARISON OF ACCIDENT RATES ON TINED AND
DIAMOND GROUND PAVEMENTS (ó1)

Accidents per 100 million Reduction on
vehicle-knr Ground

Pavements (7o)

Dry
'Wet

Snow/Ice

to 0.13-in.) land area. Diamond grindhg can remove as

much as L9 mm (0.75 in.) of the surface when used to im-
prove roughness and ruttirìg (62). One disadvantage is that

if a significant depth of the surface is remove<l, the coarse

aggregate will become exposed. Usually the coarse aggfegate

Pavement
Conditions

65
99

173

42
42
16

tt2
110
205
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has poor polishing resistancg and unless a good quality
coarse aggregate is used the mirxotextue may, in timg be-
come inadequate for good skid resistance.

program. Two states that do not have programs also re-
pofted that the situation was inadequate.

ECONOMI C CONSIDERATIONS

Table 816 sunmarizes the responses to the section of the
questonnate that addressed the economic concerns of
material costs and litigation.

Litigation

Of the 11 states that f'elt that their wet weather friction pro-
gÍam was adequate for litigation purposes, 3 reported that
they felt it was notnecessary to have â wet weatlìer ftiction
program, whereas 8 were satisfied with their present

éoèts

Seven ståtes reported that they consider the cost of aggre-
gates in their design, whereas five do not. Responses in-
cluded: 'nsome," "sligh¡" "minø," and "minimal."

lncentive Programs

None of the four states that stipulate minimum friction re-
quirements reported offering incentives for producing
pavernents with higher than the minimum fiiction levels.

Quebec, France, Slovakia and Slovenia were the only
agencies reporting incentive programs.
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CONCLUSIONS

To determine cmrent practices, a questionnaire was serìt to

state agencies in the United States, provinces in Canada"

and to countries in Europe and Asia. In the United

States, the ASTIvI locked wheel method is used by all
but one of the responding søte agencies; whereas in other

countries, fixed slip and side force metìods are predomi-

nantly used.

The side force and lìxed slip methods measure fiiction
at low slip speeds and thei¡ results depend largely on mi-

crotexture, even when a smooth test tire is used. Locked

wheel tests with a ribbe<l or paÍJemed tire meas,ure friction

at high slip speeds, but are relatively insensitive to the

level of macrotexture due to the water escaping from the

footprint through the channels provided by the ribs. For

these cases it would be helpful to establish a <xiterion for

macrotexture in addition to the friction values reported.

The use of smooth test tires at high slip speeds emphasizes

the importance of providing good levels of mâcrotexture.

Ideally, both friction and macrotexture can be measured to

assess pavement frictional characteristics. Tetl stâte agen-

cies and Puerto Rico have established intervention levels

for friction, ancl 12 agencies outside the United States re-

ported having interventíon levels.

Few states meâsure macrotexture in their routine sur-

veys, whereas outside the United States, approximately 40

percent of the respottdents measure macrotexture routinely'

One stâte uses macrotexttne iu pavement management and

a second state employs it in construction specifications'

The incorporation o1 rnacrolexture measuring equipment

onto pave.ment friction testers is increasing in the United

States.

Of the 43 questionnaire responses fronì stâte agencies in

the United States, 27 repotted measuring friction with the

ASTM locked wheel method of testing and use the ASTM

standard ribbed tire exclusively, whereas five agencies

measure with the locked wheel method antl use the ASTM

standard smooth tire exclusively. Seven states use the

locked wheel method and test with both the smooth and

ribbed test tires.

Of the 21 non-U.S. agencies that reported measuring

wet pavement friction, 17 use a smulth test tire for fixed

slip or side force friction measurements.

The International Friction Index (IFI) requires simulta-

neous measurement of friction and macrotexture. Witlt the

technology currently available it is feasible [o measure

macrotexture at highway speeds and, therefore, a texture

measuring system can be fitted to a friction tester^ This

is done routinely in several European countries and sev-

eral states, including Virginia, Texas, and Missouri,
have mounted texture-measuring syste.ms on their f¡ic-
tion testers.

The questionnaire included a request to rank the relative

importance given to various considerations in pavement

design. The rank order was the same lbr responses from

U.S. ageqcies and non-U.S- agencies, The overall average

combined ratings (where 1 is very important and 3 is rela-

tively unimportanÐ rvere: durability 7.2, friction 1.3, splash

and spray 1".9, exterior noise 2.3, in-vehicle noise 2'4,

rolling resistance 2,7, and tire wear 2.8. Durability is the

most important consideration, but friction ranked only

slightly below durability. Pavement roughness is often

used as the criterion fbr resurläcing, but falâlities, injuries,

and the resulting litigation seldom involve pavement

roughness. It had been expeCted that noise would rank

higher in importance than it did.

In asphalt construction, porous asphalt and stone mastic

asphalt provide superior frictional characteristics. For

portland cement concrete, transverse tining is preferred but

longitudinal tining is used, particularly where tire pave-

ment noise is an issue. For surface restoration of asphalt

concrete pavements, seal coats and longer lasting micro-
surfaces are used to improve skid resistance. For port-

land cement concrete, saw cut grooving, shot peening,

and diamond grinding all provide good skid resist¿nce,

but when noise is a concern. the choice of shot peening is

preferred.

States responding to the question regarding the ade-

quacy of their wet weather lriction program were satisfied
(11 of 14) that it was adequate for defense in litigation.
Two of tlìe st¿te agencies that were dissatisfied reported

ttrat they do not have a wet weather safety program. When

asked about the added cost of superior aggregates, sevelì

state agencies responded that it was a consideration, but

most agencies are satisfied that the added costs are rlot
great or are justifiable. Because friction was ranked only

slightly behind durability as tle most important design

consideration, it is suggested that more emphasis be placed

on its use in the design process as well as in pavement

management. Routine surveys may want to include

macrotexture measuremelìts to fully chuacterize the liiction
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characteristics. Tilis could also lead to the implemenþtiol As more agencies. include macrotexture mgasurements
of the IFI, which would harmorrize measurernents made at along with friction in their routine surveys, it will be possible
different spe€ds and permit the use of a wider range of de- to implement the IFI. To assure stabitity of the IFI, periodic
vices, In par{icular, it would allow for increased use of calibration of the systems to the IFI will be neces.sary. Re-
friction tesuils that measure continuously suoh as the Ërcd searcLis rreeded_tocxtend the cunenlealibr*ion:poce+
slip and side force devices. dures to include the IFL
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NOMENCLATURE

ARFMS-'--A'.ä Räie'enö¿ Ëilriil M.uil¿*älSñË*-
ASTM i A-""-"* Society fbr Testing and Materials

BPN : Value reported for measurement by the BPT (British Pendulum Number)
BPT i British Port¿ble Tester

C i Shape factor in the Rado Model
CEN i Council fbr European Normalization
CRFI ; Canadian Runway Friction Index

DWW i Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde Friction Tester (NL)
ETD i Estimate of MTD from MPD (Estimared Texture Depth)

F i Friction f'orce
F(,S) ; Value ar slip speed S of the PIARC Model

. F60 ¡ Friction number of the IFI
- -i - -g{j. ¡n1sr-national Frieti6n lndex -- : 

-i nvfaC ! Instrument de Mesure Automârique de Glissance
IRFI ¡ Intemational Runway Friction Index
IRV i International Reference Vehicle (Friction Tester for IRFI)
ISO i Intemational Standards Chganization

U|PP : Long-term pavement pertbrmance
MPD ! Mean Profile Depth as determined by ASTM or ISO st¿ndard
MTD : Mean Texture Depth by the volumetric method
mTX i Amicrotexturemeasurement
MTX I A macrotexturemeasurement

N i Normal load on the test tire
NASA ; National Aeronautics and Space Administration

OFf ; Outflow time (s)

PNG ; Percent normalized gradient = slope of the friction-speed curve divided by the
local friction multiplied by 100

r i Rolling radius of the test tire
RFT i Runway Friction Tester

RMS , Root mean square of profile height
s : slip speed = slip ratio times test speed = 7c slip times test speed divided by 100.

Velocity of t¡e test tire surfäce reiative to the pavement surface
SCRIM i Sirteway-Force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine

SCRIMTEX ¡ SCRIM witlì macrotexture measulement instrumentåtion
SFI i Surface (Saab) Friction Tester

Slip Rario : (V - ra)/V
SN i Skid number = 100(F//Ð

SN(XX)R ! Skid number at xx lan/h with the ribbed test tire
SN(XX)S ¡ Skid number at xx lsn/h with the smooth test tire
SNXXR : Skid number at xx mph with the ribbed test tire
SNXXS ¡ Skid number at xx mph with rhe smoorh test rtue

s, i speed constantofthelFl
Sp""r i Slip speed at which the peak friction occurs

V : Vehicle speed (test speed)
7o Slip ì Stip ratio rimes 100

p i Tire pavement friction = F/1{

lro i Zero rntercept of the Penn State Friction Model
lp""r i Peak friction

i...... . ............. co i A"r-r-g-g_lar_.y_eloci!y_ of rhe tesr rire
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APPENDIX A

Questionnaire

Two versions of the questionnaire we.re prepared. Both versions asked the same questions, but some differences in
tenninology were used for North American and non-North American experts. Responses to the survey were received from
the following agencies:

Alaska
California
Florida
Idaho
Kentucky

.Maryland
Minnesota
Montâna
New Jersey

North Carolina
Pennsylvania
South Dakot¿
Vermont
Wisconsin
NASA

Arizona
Colorado
Georgia

i Illinois
i Louisiana

Arkansas
Connecticut
Ilawaii
Kansas

- i -lvlagsachusetft
i Mississippi

:i Maine

i Michigan
i Missouri
i New llampshire

Alberø
New Brunswick
Onørio
Aus tralia-S outl Aus{ralia
Denmark
kan
Morocco
Poland
Slovakia Road Administration
United Kingdom

Nebraska
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Rhode Island
Texas
Virginia
Wyoming

British Columbia
Newfoundland

Quebec
Australia-Victoria
France
Japan Highways
Netherlands, The
Portugal
Slovenia

New York
Oregon
South Carolina
Ut¿h
Washington
Puerto Rico

Manitoba
Nova Scotia
Saskatchewan
Australia-New South V/ales
Hungary
Japan-Nippon Hodo
New Zealand
Slovakia Bratislava University
Switzerland
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Survey Form for North America

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Project 20-5, Topic 30-11

Design and Testing of Pavement Friction Characteristics

QUES'[IONNAIR]'

PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY

This is a survey to collect information on issues pertaining to wet pavement ftiction cha¡acteristics, including mettrods of

9iia1:T."ï:*srye1':iåi:äÍä:iiäff iiäJi.åli,ïtiilä_T1*iî,1'."llll"o_*,,Y.'_

Agency:

Name of respondent:

Title:

Fax: e-mail:

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS BY JUNE 11 1999 TO:

John Jewett Henry
P.O. Box 84

Huntingdon, PA 16652-0084

For questions and/or discussion, please colrtiact him by:

e-mail : yhenryl23 @aol. com
byFAX: l-814-ø3-928

or by Phone: 1.-814-643-M74

Phone:
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t. FIELD TESTTNc-FRtCTION (SKtD RESTSTANCE)

1. Does your agency conduct regular surveys of the friction of your network?

YES NO

If yes, please indicate what percentage of each system is tested on an annual, biennial, or other basis:

Annual Biennial Other
Interstate
Primary
Secondary
I¡cal Roads
Airports

COMMENTS:

2. What type of triction measurfurg equipment does your agency use?

Type: Manufacturer:
ASTM B-274Truler
Other:

COMMENTS:

3. What type of test tire do you use tbr the surveys?

ASTM E-524 (smooth) _
ASTM E-501 (ribbed) _
Other

COMMENTS:

4. What test. speeds does your agency use fbr surveys?

COMMENTS:

5. What is the spatial frequency and sample length of your survey testing?

- 

samples per (km) (mile) m sample length
varies (explain):

Where are the measurements tåken?

Driving lane Passing lane
Right wheel path _ Left wheel path
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COMMENTS:

6. Please list any additional mgâsurements such as temperature, texture, etc., that you make when performing friction
me.â.sufemenLs.

7. Do you calibrate your friction measuring equipment?

In-house Frequency
At acalibration center Frequency Location

COMMENTS:

8. Do you report theraw data or dat¿ as adjusted by the calib,ration equation?

Raw data
Adjusted data
Both

COMMENTS:

9. Do you adjust for temperature, seâsonal, and speed variations?
ffso, what algorithms do you use?

Temperatue:
Seasonal varial.ions:
Speed:

COMMENTS:

10. Does your agensy measure friction at accident locations?

Yes_ No_

Ifyes, whattypeoftest(s) do you use?

COMMENTS:

11. Do you measure friction on newly placed or rehabilit¿ted surfaces?

Newly placed
Rehabiliøted
Maintenance üeatnents

it'
I
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COMMENTS:

Never
Rarely _
Occasionallv
Frequently

COMMENTS:

73, Whât type of tire do you use for evaluating newly plaeed surfaces?

rcI_
E-501 (ribbed)
Other

COMMENTS:

14. Do you perform any friction testing on winter contåminated (snow, icg etc.) pavements?

Yes_No_

If yes: what tire type do you use?

How often are these measurements performed?

Are these measuremexts fm winter maintenanoe?
for research only? 

-
COMMENTS:

15^ Do yo-u use friction dat¿ in your Pavement Management Systern?

Yes- No

If yes, how is it used?:

II. FIELD TESTING-TEXTURE

I, Does your ageRcy mea$ure mâcf,otexture of surfaces in your network?

Yes- No-
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If yes, under which applications do you meâsure macrotexture?

Routine surveys for mainterrance decisions
Accident investigations _
Newly placed surfaces (construction) =:
Rehabilitated surfaces (maintenance)

COMMENTS:r

2, Whatmacrotexlue parametör do you report?

E-865 (sandparch) Texrure Depth _
ISO Mean Frofile Depth _
ASTM E-1845 Mean ProfîIe Deprh _
Other

COMMENTS:

3. Where âre rcxture measurements taken?

4. Do you use texture dat¿ in your Pavement Management System?

Yes_ No

Ifyes, how is it used?:

5. If you âre nof curreütly measuring pâvement texture, do you plan to do so in the future fo1

Furoose
Research _
Accident Analysis

lühen Currently Use

P¿yement Condition Mmitoring _
Construction Acceptance
Noise Evaluations _
Other (Please sBecify)_

COMMENTS:

III. FRICTION AND MACROTEXTURE LEVEL REOUIREMENTS

1. Do you specify target and/trr macrotexh¡re levels (intøvention levels) of pavements in your network?

Yes- No 

--
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If yes, what are the tårget levels for:

Friction Texfire
Intersiate
PrimAry
Secondary
Local Roads
AimortRunwavs

COMMENTS:

2, How were these trrget levels developed (i.e., crasti dat4 expedence, or other)?

3-. Do you take illio consideration the highway characteristicn tuch as curves, number of intersections, grade, operating

speeds?

Yes _ No

COMMENTS:

4, Do you have informatio¡r that would be useful in relating friction and/or texture characteristic$ to wet and total
pavement accident (crash) raæs?

Yes- No-

COMMENTS:

5. Do you specify a required friction and/or texture lwels for newly placed or rehabilitated pavernents or maintenance

tÍeåûnent?

Yes- No

COMMENTS:

IV-PAVEMENT DESIGN FOR SKID RESISTANCE

1. fue your agerlcy's pavernent mix design specifieations basçd on friction considerations?

Yes 

- 

No-
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COMMENTS:

2, Do you specify texture requirements in your asphalt conrrete pavement design?

Yes- No

If yes:

Directly _
Indirectly by specifying coarse aggregate gradation
Other

COMMENTS:

3. Are the specilications compromised by colsider¿lions of noise andlor ride quality?

Yes- No

COMMENTS:

4. Do you specify ag$egate properties to mainøin:

Mimotexture (nor-r-polishing aggregate)
Macrotextffe (aggregate gradation and wear)
Other aggregate characteristics

COMMENTS:

5. What types of texture does your agency specify for newly placed Portland Cement Concrete pavemen[s?

Transverse Tining
l,ongitudinal Tining
Burlap Drag only
Transverse Grooving Groove width _ mm
L,,ongitudinal Grooving Groove width 

-_mm

Diamond Grinding
Othe¡

Tine spacing _ mm
Tine spacing _ uun

i

l

l

COMMENTS:
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6, Does your agency require non-polishing properties for the coarse aggregaß in Portland Cement Concrete?

Yes _ No

CSMMFÈ{TS::

7 . Does your agency specify properties of the fine âggregate in Portland Cement Conuete? If yes, pleêse comment.

Yes _ No

COMMENTS:

- ---8- Do you use-porous friction-coursesf

Yes- No-
If yes, what are the void requirements? 

-

TVhat is the thickness of your porous ftiction courses?

What is the typic,al service life?

COMMENTS:

9, Please attach copies of specifications 'thaf your agency uses for skid resistsnt pâvêments. Thank you.

10, How does your agency evâluate the skid resistånce properties of a mix design in the laboratory?

British Portable Testg 

-
DFTesær
ûthø

COMMENTS:

lJ. How does your agency evaluate the polish resistance of aggregatss?

British \ilheel

LA Abrasion
Penn State Reciprocating Polisher
Other

COMMENTS:
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12. Please rate the importance of the following considerations of pavement performance on a scale from 1 (very
important) to 3 (relatively unimportant).

Noise (Interior)
Noise (Exterior)
Splash-and-Spray
Wet Pavement Friction
Durability (Pavement expected life)
Rolling Resistance
Tire wear
Other

COMMENTS:

V. PAVEMENT REHABILITATION FOR SKID RESISTANCE

_ _ I 
*1, *..a*emïehabilitation strategies do you 

"r1]|ol 
improving pavemenr friction?

Portland Porous Fricfion
Asphalt Cement Courses

I-ongitudinal Groovin g
Transverse Grooving
Misosurface applications
Abrasion (Skidabrader)
Seal Coat
Other

COMMENTS:

VI. LITIGATION AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

l. Does your agency have a wet weather friction program?

Yes_ No_

If yes, a copy would be appreciated.

2. Do you feel that tlìe wet weather friction progrÍrm of your agency adequately addresses its litigation needs?

Yes 

- 

No

COMMENTS:

3. What are the economic ramifications of specifying aggregates that provide good friction in your pavement design?

COMMENTS:

4. Do y<lu provide incentives fbr higher th¿ur minimum friction levels?

Yes No
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APPENDIX B

Responses to Survey Questionnaire

TABLE BI

FRICTION MEAST.'RING DEVICES IN USE BY AGENCIES

Agency 'I ester Type 'I'est Tire 'Iest Speed ftmÀ)

United Stales

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Iclaho

-ItlinÕi-s
Kansas
Kentucky
L.ouisiana
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Ne[¡raska
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode lsland
South Carolina
South l)akota
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virgiria
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Puerto Rico
NASA

ASTM E-274 Trailer
MuMeter

ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Ttailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
AStlvf 8274{railer.-
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'l'railer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTIr{ E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'liailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274'Irailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer
ASTM E-274 Trailer

DBV and others

E-501

MuMeter
E-501

E-501

E-501&8 524
E-501

E-501

E-501 &.F-524
Ft-s01

E-524

E-501
E-501

E-501&8 524
E-501

E-501
Þ501

E-501&E-524
E-501
E-524
E-501

E-501
E-501

E-501
E-501

E-501 8LE-524
E-501

E-501
E-501&E-524

E-501

E-501
E-524
E-524
E-501

E-501
E-524
E-501

E-501

E-501
E-501

Various

65

65
65

Posted speed

65

65

65

65

65
ó5

E.stt &8 524
65&90

65

65

65

65

35&65
65

65
65

65

65&80
65&80

80
65

6-5

40-50
65
65
65

65
65
80
65

40 &65
65

65

65

75
65

0-100

Non-United States

New Brunswick
Newfounclland
Nova Scotia
Ontario

Quebec
Saskatchewan
South Australia
Victori¿
New South Wales
Denmark
France

Griptester & SFT
Griptester

Cìriptester & BPT
ASTM E-274 Trailer

SCRM &ROAR
ASTM E-274 Trailer

Griptester & BPT
SCRIM & BPT

SCRIM
ROAR
SCRlM

Griptester & SFT
Griptester
Griptester

ASTM E-501
Avon & AS1M E-1551

ASTM E-501

Griptester
Avon
Avon

ASTM E-I55I
Avon

65

65
Not reported

80-1 00

60
80
50

20 &-:70

20 &50
60

60
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TABLE Bl (continued)

Hungary
Iapan
Netherlands, The
New Zealand

SCRIM
Locked wheel tester

DlilW tester

Avon
165 SRt3

PIARC Smooth

50
60-80

50

Polan<l

Portugal
Slovalçla

Slovenie
Switzerland
United Kilgdom

SCRIM
Polish SRT'-3

SCRIM
BV-I1

SCRIMTEX
BV-8 & SRM

SCRIM

Patterned
PIARÇ Sr¡looth
Trelleborg T49

Avon
PIARC Ribbed

Avon

ó0
50

Nø reported
40:80

40, 60 & 80
50&20

50

NotÊ; The teßt tire¡ usod outside the Uniréd Stãtes in thi¡. list are smoéth tpaded tires, with the oxceptiou of the ASTM E-501, PIARC
Ribbed, and tbe Japanese 1ó5 SRl3 ttues. DBV = diagonal brake<l vehicle; SFT = surface.friction tel*er; BpT: B;rtrh p;tøú" Tuu"r,
SCRIM = Sidervay-Force CootÏieient Routine Invostigation Machine; ROAR = Road g¡alyzer and gecorilor; D1VW = Die.¡st \¡¡Êg- ôn
Waterbouv¡kunde frictionte*er; PI{RC =Pennâne¡t lotem¡tional Association of Road Càngresses; SCRMTEX = SCRIM with
mai:rotexture me,asurement iNtrumentaüon; SRM = Stuttgârter Reibungsmesstir,
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TABLE B2

CALIBRÀTION'TYPE AND FREQUENCY

Agency Where Frequency

United States

Arizona
A¡kansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
llawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

-Miehigen
Minnesotâ
Mississippi
Missouri
lvfontana

Nebrask¿
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
C)klahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas

Uah
Virginia
'Washington

'Wisconsin

Wyoming
Puerto Rico
NASA

ln-house*
In-house
In-house

Calibration center

Calibr¿tion center

Calibration center

ln-house
Câlibration center

Calibration center

ln-house
ln-house

Calibration center

Calibration center

In-house
In-house

,Calibration center i ..-
Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Catbration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

Calibration center

C¿libration center

Calibration center

Calibr¿tion center

Calibration center

Calibr¿tion center

Calibration center
Calibratíon center

Calibration center

Calibration center

ln-house
In-house

Daily
Every 6 months

Every 4-5 years

Every 2 years

Yearly
Every 4-5 years

Every 3 years

Monthly
Yearly

Every 3 years

A-s nee<led

Yearly
Every 4-6 weeks

Yearly
Varies

Every 3 years

As needed

¡\s needed

Every 3 years

Yearly
Yearly

Every 2 years

Every 2 years

Yearly
Every 3 years

Every 2 years

Yearly
Yearly

As needed
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly

Every 2 years

Every 4-5 years

Every 2 years

4 per year
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TABLE B2 (eøntinued\

Non-United Stt¡tes

New Brunswicb
Ontarlo

Quebec
Saskatchewan

South Austr.¿lia
Austr.alia-Victoria
New South Wales
Denmark
Fr¿nce
Hungary
Japan
Netherlands. The
New Zealand
Poland
Poftugâl
Slovakia Road
Slovakia Br¿tislava
Slovehia
Sq,itzerlantl

Not reported
Every 8 1'ears

-MonthlyYearly
Monthly

DaiIY
Weekly

As needed
Twice Yearþ

Every 2 weeks
Yearly

Every 6 months
Not reported

Weekly
Not reporfed

Every3 years

Not reported
Yearly
Yearly

In-house
Câlibration center

In house
ln-house
In-house
In-house
In-house

By manufacturer
In-house
In-house
In-house
In-house
TRRL

In-house
Calibration center

ÀEC Swcden
In-house
I¡-house

Institute of Zurich

wBF l@tav__

tlo-houso calib¡ations are uzually eompone¡t calibratio[s o¡ roufiae setup callbrationr.
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TABLEB3

USE OF FRICTION MEASUREMENTS

Agency Managgment Restor.atioû New Constn¡ction Accidents SnoØlce

Ualted Stdtes I

Alask¿
Arizona
A¡kansas
Californic
Colorado
Conneeticut
Floricla
Georgia
tlawaü
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Kentucky
L¡uisi¿na
Maine
Marylancl
Mãssâchusetls

Mississip,pi
Missouri
Montana
NeLrraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexieo
New York
North Carolina
0klahorna
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Isl¿nd
South C.arqlina
South Dâkota
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Puerto Rico
NASA

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y

N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y

N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y

N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N

MirineçotaNYYNRosûarch
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
N

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Some
Y

I year old
N
Y
Y
Y

Sone
Y

1 year o1d

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
Y

By request
Y

N
N
N
Y

Some
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
Y

By request
Y

Y
By request

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y

N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
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TABLE B3 (continued)

Non-United Stmp.t

Alberta
British Colutnbia
Denmark

N
N
Y ,Y=-"--.,-..- Y N N

$ometimes
Y
Y

Y
N

N
N

Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

N
N
N
Y
N
N

N
N
N
Y
N
Y

Fmnoe
Hungary
Japan
Manüoba
Netherlands, The
NewBrunswick
Newfoundlancl
New Zeal¿nd
New South Wales
Nr¡va Scotia
Ontario
Poland
Portugal

Quebec
Saskatchewan
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Australia

Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y

$ometimes
Y
Y

Y
N

N
N

Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y

At 6 months
Y

NY
NN
NN
YN

By request N
Y

Y
N
N
Y
N
Y

SomEtimes

N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N

lì

United Kingclom Y
\Actoria N

Y l<*s¿-reh-
NN
YN

NN
YY

Note:N=no;Y=yes.
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TABLEB4

FREQTJENCY OF SKIDTESTING IN REGTILAR SURVEYS

Agency Inte¡state/ Primary Secondary
Motorways

1trnind States

A¡izona
fukangas
Calilbrnia
Florida
Ceorgia
Idaho
Kansas
[¡uisian¿
Maryland
Michþan
Missouri
Nebra¡ka
New Jersoy

New Mexico
Nonh C¿rolina

2
2

5

L
2
4
1

3
1

3
,
2
2

4
2
2

2
1

I
2
2
I
I
3
1

J

2
I
)
I
2

-t

1

1

2
1

1

4-5

2
)
I

5
)

1

3

1

2
2

Oregon Z 7 2

Rhocle Island 1 2

South Carolina 1 2 As needed

Texas 2 4 4

Lnåh222
tñrginia
Washington
S/yoming
Puedo Rico Not specified

Non-Unlted States

Denrnark
France
Hungary
Iapan
Nethedands, The
New South Wales
New Zeâ.land
Ontario
Poland
Queb¿c
Slovakia
South Australia

I
)
1

1-3
1

1

1

<54olyeøt
I

Random sampllng

<5ololyear
J

1

3
2
')

I
.'

1

<59olyear
I

t-2
<54olyear

J

Privata companies

5
5

2
1

3

United

Noto: The frequency is the number of years botwootr þsL.$ oû a pavemetrt,
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TABLE 85

INTERVENTION LEVEI.S FOR FRICTION

Agency Interstate/
Motorway

Primary Secondary [.ocal

United States

Adzona
Idaho

Illinois
Kentucky
New York
South Carolin¿
Texas

Utah

Washington
Wyoming
Puerto Rico

34 (MuMeter)
sN40s > 30
sN40R > 30

sN40R > 28
sN40R > 32
sN40R > 41

sN40R > 30
sN40R > 30-35

sN40R > 30
sN40R > 35
sN40R > 40

34 (MuMeter)

sN40s > 30
sN40R > 30
sN40R > 25
sN40R > 32
sN40R > 37
sN40R > 2ó
sN40R > 35

sN40R > 30
sN40R > 35
sN40R > 40

34 (MuMeter)
sN40s > 30
sN40R > 30
sN40R > 25
sN40R > 32
sN40R > 37
sN40R > 22
sN40R > 35
sN40R > 30
sN40R > 35

sN40R > 25
sN40R > 32

sN40R > 30

Non-United States

Denmark
Hungary
Japan Highways
NefllerlandÇThè
New South Wales
New Zealand
Poland

Quebec
South Austr¿lia
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Victoria

Speed < 80 km/h; p:0.4; Speed >- 80:
scRIM > 0.50 scRIM > 0.40
Friction > 0.25
Drtrwt38 Dww > 3g

= 0.5 at 60 km/h
scRM > 0.33

Varies (see Guidelines): SCRIM > 0.30-0.55
SCRIM > 0.55 on event sites,35 for no-event sites
"Units not comparable with US standards"
SCRIM > 70%
BPN > 45

SCRIM > 707o

BPN > 45
SCRIM > 557¿

BPN > 45
SCRM > 407o
BPN > 40

Same as 1'or Construction and Rehabilitation (see. Table 6)
Investigatoly levels (23) (see Note)
f)epends on conditions: SCRIM > 0.35-.55

Note : SCRIM = Sidervay-Force Coefficient Routine Investigation Machine; DWW = Dienst ueg- en Waterbouwkunde friction tester; BpN = British
Pendulum Numbors.
United Kilgdom investigatory levels for SCRM at 50 lc¡/h (23)

Site
Motorway (mainline.¡
Dual caniageway (all purpose) nou-event sætions
Single carriageway non-event sætions
Dual cmiagcway (all ¡rurposc)-minor.junct ions
Single carriageway-minor.junctions
Approaches to ard across majorjunctions (all limbs)
Gradient 5 to 107o longer than 50 m, dual (downhill only)
Gradient 5 to 1070 longer than 50 m, single (uphill and downhill)
Bend (not subjæt to 40 mph or lower speed limit) radius < 250 m
Gradient steeper tJral 107o, lorger tlmn 50 m dual (dowlhill only)
Gradient steeper tian 107o, longer than 50 m single (uphill and downhill)
Approach to romdabout
Approach to traffic signals, pedestrian crossings, railway level crossings

llnited Kingdom investigatoly levets for SCRM at 20 krn/h
Roundabout
Bend (not subject to 40 niph or lower speed lirnit) radius < 100 m

0.35
0.35
0.¿f0

0.40
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.50
0.50
0.55
0.55

0.55
0.60
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1'ABLE B6

rylQN !8. YELS FOR CO NSTRUCTION AND SURFACE RBSTORATION

Agency Friction Requirement

Marne
Minn:esota

Washington
'Wisconsin

Denmark
Huqgary
Japan Highways
Netherlands, 'fhe

Quebec
Switzerlancl
Uníted Kingdom

sN40R > 35

SN40R > 45; SN40S > 37
sN40R > 30
sN4oR>38
p.:, 0.4-0.5
SFC > 0,ó5 (motorways)
p¡e > 0.35
Dww > 52
SCRIM>70%
(See Note)
G¡eater than lnvestigatory (see Table 2)

NÕ(e: SCRM: Sidoway-Force CoefficientRoutine lovestigation Maohine; DWW =Dieust
Weg- en'Jy'atelbouwkunde friction testÊr.

Switzçrland: llsi¡g a Skidilometer BV-8 or thc Stultgârter Reibungsmesser

Speed Linit (<m/h) Speed p (locked wheel)

<60

>ó0 and (100

>100

0¿8

0.39

40

60
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TABLE B7

FREQUENCY AND LOCATION OF SKID TESTING IN THE UNITED STATES

Lane Wheel Path

Agency Frequeney Driving Passing t eû Riglrr

Alask¿
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Co.lo¡ado

Conneoticut
Flo¡ida 2-3 per mfe X X X
(ìeorgia 2permile X X
Hawâii 2permile X X
Idaho 2 per mile X X
Illinois 10 per mile X X
Kansas 5per2miles X X
Kentucky 2 per mile X X

2 per mile X
I per mile X
2 per mile X
I per mile X
Varies X

4 per mile X

X
x
X
x
x
x

X
x

Louñr¿ura' 

-tÞeg-rìOtgr 

X-
Maine
Marylancl
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
IVlontana

Nebraslia
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Oklahoma
0rogon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas

tftâh
Vennont
vrrgrnn
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyorúing
Puerto Rico

Varies X
3 permile X

2.5 pernúle X X
Varies X

12 per mile X
4 per mile X
Varies X X

2 per mil,e X
5 perkm X
1 permile X

10 perrnile X
1 per mile X
2 per mile X
2 per mile X
10 permile X
1-2 per mile X
3 per mile X
I pernrile X
2 per mile X
1 per mile X

2-5 per mile X X
3-5 per mile X
I per mile X
10 persite X
1 per milo X
Varie¡ X X

x

x
>{.

x

X
X
X

x
x
X
x
X
X
X
x
x
X
x
X

X

x
X

Note: Louisiana

Sectìon Length

0-l mile
1-3 miles
3-5 miles
>5 miles

Frequency

5 per mile
3 pe¡ nile
2per mile
I per mile

I

l
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TABLE B8

SEAS ONAL CORRECTION FACTORS

Month SLA Multiplier VDOT Reduction (SN)

January

February
March
April
lv{ay

June
July
August
September

October
November
f)ecemtrer

Note: VDOT = Virginia Department of TransportÂtion; SLA = Slovak Road

A<ùninistration; SN = skid number.

0.86
0.87
0.87
0.88
0.92
0.98
1.00

1.00

0.96
0.90
0.87
0.86

-3.7

-5. I

-3. I
-1.7
4.7
-0.3

0.0

0.0

-0.6
-1.'l
-3.1
3.t

:

TABI ,E B9

USE OF TEXTTIRE MEASUREMENTS

Purpose
Routine Accident Construction Rehabilita¡ion Pavement Metho¿Survey Analysis Management

I-ouisiana
Minnesota
Mississippi
Pennsylvania
Virginia
NASA
Denmark
France
Hungary
Japan Highrvays
Morocco
Netherlands, The
New South Wales

New Zealand
Ontario
Portugal

Quebec
Saskatchewan
Slovakia
Slovenia

ICC Laser, MTD
MTD

X Laser-Contracted
MTD

MTD, MPD
X MTD, MPD, Grease

x
X

X
XXX

XXX
XX

X
X
x

XX
XX

X
X

XXX
x

XX
x

X
X

ISO MPI)
ETD,ISO MPD

RMS (RST-t,aser), MTD
SMTD by MTM

MTD
MTD,ISO MPD

MTD
MTD,ISO MPD

MTD
MTD
MTD

MTD, Visual
MTD

ISO MPD
MTD

Outflow lneter
SouthAustralia X X X
Switz-erland

United Kingdom X
XX

X
X

X MTD and SMTI)
X MTT)Victoria

Note: ICC = Intemational Cybernetics Corporation; MTD = Mean Toxture f)epth; MPD = Mean Profrle Depth; ISO = International Standards Organization;
gID = Estimated Tcxture Dopth; RMS = root mean squarel RST = Road Surface Tester: MTM = Mini Texture Meter; SMTD = Sandpatch Mean Textu¡e

Dep1h.
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TABLE Bl()

INIERVENTION LEVELS FOR TEJ(TURE

Road Çategory Motorways Prfunary Secondary

Donmaik
Hungary
New Zealand

Quebec
Slovakia Road
South Australia
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Collecting clãta; levels aro being developed
RMS < 0.22 mm RMS < 0.14 mm
MTD < 0.90 mm MTD < 0.90 mm
MTD <0,60 mm MTD < 0.60 mm

Specified according to design speed

0.4 < MTD < 0.8 mm 0.2 < MTD < 0.4 mm 0.2 < MTD < 0.4 mm
(See Note)

Advisory levels

RMS < 0.10 mm
MTD<0.90 mur
MTD < 0.60 nrni

Notô: Switzerlehd-Usidg the British Poitabls Tester aod the ouiflorv motor

Spsed timit{kn/h) BPN OFT

s60 65 15O

>ó0 and 5100 65 100
>100 65 50

BPN = British Pendulum Nurnberl OIIT = outflow timô (s).

I

l
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TABLE 81 1

RELATIVE IMPORT'ANCE OF DESIGN CONSIDERAÏ]ONS

Agency Noise
Interior

Noise Splash et Durability Rolling
Resisiance

llre
'WearExterior and Friction

it¿d States

Alaska
A¡izona
fukansas
Connecticut
F-lorida
Georgia
Haw'aü
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Kentucky
f¡uisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

3

2

3

2
2
2
,l
2
2
2

2
3

1

-t

,3

2
3

2

2

2
2
-1

2
?
2
3
3

I

2
1

2
1

I
2

J
3

.J

3

1

3
2
J
J
3

3

I
3

J

J

3

3

1

-t

J

2
-t

3

2
3

-l

2
3

J
-t

3
3

3

3

2
2
2

1

2
2
3

2

-1

2
1

-t

I
I
2
I

1-Fatigue, rutting

1-Drainage

1- Rutting, smoothness

2 - Permeability

Mi¡nesota I
,,

-t

3
Nfrs-issippi-''-I
Missoun 2 2 2

Nebraska 2 2 2

NewHampshire I 1 2

New Jersey
New Mexico
Ncw York
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

-J-1¿
-1-1L
1,))

-5ZL

Velmont
Virginia
Washi.ngton
Wisconsin
Wyoming
NASA232ll2l

. Non-Uniled States
-B.iti.hc"lumbia- 3 -- 3 2 2 I 2 2

I)enrnark
Fìrunce

HungLlry

2
2
2

Texas
Utah

J

3
2

2.5

-1

2

3

2
2
2

-t

2
3

2
2.-\

-l

2

I

3

2
2

1

2
2.5
3

-t

3

2

-t

i
2

3

2
J
J
3

3

3
I
2
3

-t

J

3
3

J

3
J

J

-t

2
2

2

-t

-t

3

J

-t

3

-t

2

3

-t

2
3

J

-)

3
1

2
3

-)

2
-t

2
2

3

J

3

2
2

2

2

-t

3

3

3

3
2
2

2
2
I
I
2

I
2

2
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I

2
3

2

2

2
2
2
-t

2

2
I

2

2
2
2

2
1

I
2
2
2

Japan-Nippon Hoclo 2 |

Japan Highways 2 2
Netherlancls, The
New Brunswick
New South Wales
New Zealand
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Poland
Portugâl
Quebec
S¿skatchewan
Slovakia
,Slovenia
South Australia
Switzerland
United Ki

-)

2
¿

3

3

3

.,

-l

2

3

2
2
2

-1

-l
2
3

3

3

3 3 Night visibility
23
23

2- Hydroplaning

Note: 1 = very impofiant; 3 = relatively uimpoltant. Wlìere no rati[g is given, a value of 4 was assigned for the purpose of computing an avemge rating.
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TABLE 812

AGGREGA'IEEVALUATION

Agency Mixture Evaluation Aggregate Polishability
Ilnited State.s

Alaska
A¡izona
A¡kansas
Florida
Hawaii
Illinois
Kansas
Kentucky
L,ouisiana

Maryland
Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
New Jersey

LA abrasion

LA abrasion
PSU reciprocating

LA abrasion
LA abrasion

Variable speed tester
LA abrasion
LA abrasion

AASHTO T-96
Br. WheeVLA abrasion

LA abr¿sion

MI wear index
LA abrasion

LA abrasion
LA abrasion
LA abrasion
British wheel
LA abiasion
l,A abrasion
LA abrasion
LA abrasion
LA abrasion
LA abrasion
LA abrasion
British wheel
British wheel
LA abrasion

LA abrasion
l,A abrasion

BPT

BPT
Newlvf¿xict'r
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
\Visconsin
Wyoming LA abrasion

Non-United States

Denmark
France

Hungary
Japan
Netherlan<ls, The
New Brunswick
New South Wales
New Zealand
Ontario
Poland
Portugal

Quebec
Saskatchewan

Slovakia
Slovenia
South Australia
Switzerland
United Kingdom

BPT

BPT
BPT
BPT

BPT & DF-T
BPT

BPT

BPT

BPT
BPT & MTD

BPT & MTI)
BPT

LA abrasion
B¡itish wheel
LA abrasion
l,A abrasion
LA abrasion
LA abrasion

British wheel
British wheel
LA abrasion
LA abrasion
British wheel
LA abrasion

LA abrasion

British wheel
Br. WheeVLA abrasion

l,A abrasion
Br. WheeVLA abrasion

British wheel

Notc: LA = Los Augeles; PSU = Pennsylvania state university; Bpr = British porøble Tester; MI =
Michigan¡ DFT = DFTester; MTD = Mean Texture Depth.
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TABLE 813

POROUS ASP}IALT FRICTION COI'RSËS

Agency Void Content (9o) 'fhickness (mm) Life (years)

UÑTTEÞSTAIÐS:
Arizona
ConRecticut
Florid¿
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Massåchusetts
Nçw Moxico
OklahomÈ
Oregon
South Caroli¡a
South Dakotâ
Thxas

Ve¡nront
Wyoming

16--20

l8-20
20

t2-15
2Ð

14-20

'l-10

8-12

16

t9
t3-19
l9:32
19-25
l6-19
t9-?,s

16

19

50
25
,tz

13-19
19
l9

l0
,t-15
8-10

10

7

5-10
10-1 5

8-1 5

7
12-15
to-12

l0
t2-15

l0
I 5-20

C)ntario

Quebec

PACIFIC
South Australia
Victoria
New South Wales

Now Zealand
Japan-Nippon Hodo
J.apan Highways

EUROPE
Denmark
France
Netherlands, The
Portugal
Slovakia
Switzerland
Unite<l lüngdom

t0-20

2A-25
zt-25
t8-23
20-25

20
-20

>20
2A

>20
J-O

6
>22
*2A

23
30

35
2510
35-40
2540

25
40

E-'t2
7-10

12

t2-15

8

>5

8-10
12

>7
12
8

40
50

40
40-50

50
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TABLEB14

TINE SPACING

Agency Tine Spacing (mm)

Aniþd Stdtey
A¡izona
Cqnnectiout
Florida
Georgia
Haw¿ii
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
M¿ssachusetts

Michigan
Mississippi
Missourí
Nebraska
New fe¡qew

13-25
l2

20 maximum
Not reported

t9
12-20

20
18

Not reported
t<

Not reported
l3
12

Not repofed
19
<n

New MeÉco
New York
North Carolina
Otlahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas

Urah
Virginia
Washington
'Wisconsin

Wyoming
NASA

Non-{lnited St{ttes
Japan
New Brunswick
New South ÍVales
Nova Scotia
Ontario

Quebec
Victoria

Loneitudina¡
Random

Depth 3-6
1,2_15

Ranclom
ta-20
12.7

Not reported
25

Random
I9
t3

Not reported
:20-25

Not reported

30
10

Nôt reported
Not reported
Not reported.
Longitudinal

t0-21
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TABLE 815

REHABILITATION PRACTICES

Longitudinal
- Groove Ilan¡¡¡erqe Grogve Mjc¡orsu¡lacq , Sþt Leeq Seal Coat Gqn4i¡tg_ _

Agencv AC PCC AC PCC AC PCC AC PCC AC PCC AC PCC

United Støtcs

Alaska

Arizona

Colorado

Connecticut

Florida

Georgia

Hawaü

YY

Y

Y

Y

YY

YYY

Y

-fdãboIllinois

K¿nsas

Kentucky

[¡uisiana

Maryland

Mass¿chusetts

Michig¿n

Mínnesota

Mississippi

lvfisçouri

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolin¿

Oklahoma

()regon

Pennsylv.atia

I{hode Island

South Carolin¿

South Dakota

Tþx¿s

Utah

YY'Y

Y

YY
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

YY
Y

YY
Y

YYYY
YY
YYYY

Y

YY

YY
Y

Y

YY

Y

YY

Y

YY

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

YYY

YY

Y

Y

Y
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TABIÆ 815 (continued)

Virginia

Washington

YY YYY

Y

Vy'isconsin

Wyoming

NASA

YYYY
YY

YYYYYYYY

Non-Uniled Stutes

Alberta

British Columbia Y

Denmark

France

Hungary

Y

Y

YY

Japan-Nippon Y

Japan Hþhways

Manitoba

Nøherlands, The Y

New South Wales

NewZealand Y Y

Nova Scotia

Ont¿¡io

PoÍugal

Quebec

Soskatchewan

Slovakia

Slovenia

Switzerland

United Kingdom

YYY

Y

Y

YY

YY
Y

Y

YYYYYYY
Y

Y

YYY
YYYYYYY

YY

Y

Y

YY
Y

YY

Notè: ÁC = asphalt concrete; PCC = portland cemÊnt corc¡Êtê¡ y = yoe.
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TABLE 816

ECONOMIC CONS IDERATIONS

H¿ve a
Program for

Adequate
for Aggregate Cort

Çoreidered lncentive Program
\ryetFriction Lltlsation

Unîted States

Alaska

Arizona

Ark¿nsas

Connecticut

Florida

Georgia

Hawaü

Idaho

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Minor

N

Some

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Illinois

Kansas

Keqtucky

Louisiana

Malne

Maryland

Mâssâchusetls

Michigan

'Ivfinnesota

,Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Reduce Tort Liab,

Y

N

Some

N

N

NN

Y

Y N

North Caroli¡a

Otlahoma

0rogon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

N

N

N

N

longer life cycle cost

N

N

N

N

N
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TABLE B16 (continued)

South C¿rolina

Sourh Dakota

N

N

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

Wisconsin

Wyoming

NASA

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Sligtrt

Minimal

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Alberta

British Columbia

l)enma¡k

France

Hungary

Japan

Nethe¡lands, Thç

New Brunswick

Newfoundland

New South Wales

NewZealand

Nova Scotia

Poland

Portugal

Onta¡io

Quebec

Saskatchewan

Slovakia

Slovenia

South Australia

Uniæd Kingclom

N

N

N

YN

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y (Justifiable)

N

l=yeq N=to.
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THE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD is a unil of the National Resea¡ch
Council, a private, nonprofit institution that provides independent advice on scientific and
technical issues under a congressional charter. The Ræearch Council is the principal operating
arm of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering.

The mission of the Transportation Research Boa¡d is to promote innovation and progress
in transportation by stimulating and conducting research, facilitating the dissemination of
information, Írnd encouraging the implementation of research findings. The Board's varied
activities annually draw on approximately 4,000 engineers, soientisß, and other transportation
resea¡chers and-Eactitioners fronthe public and private $ectors and academia-all¡f whom
contributc thck cxpcrtisc in thc public intcrcat. Thc program is supported by statc
transportation depa¡tments, federal agencies including the component administrations of the
U,S. Department of Tiansportation, and other organizations and individua]s interested in the
development of transportation.

The National Academy of Sciences is a nonproflt selÊperpetuating society of distinguished
schola¡s engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance of
science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the authority of the
charter grinted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to
advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Bruce Alberts is
president of the National Academy of Sciences.

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the
National Academy of Sciences, as a pæallel organization of outstanding engineers. 11 is
autonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the
National Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The
National Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting
nationa.l needs, encouraging education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of
engineers. Dr. William A.Wulf is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences

to secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of
policy matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the
responsibility given to the National Academy of Sciences, by its congressional cha¡ter to be
an adviser to the federal govemment and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of
medical care, research, and education. Dr. Kenneth I. Shine is president of the Institute of
Medicine.

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in
1916 to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy's
purposes of furthering knowledge and advising the federal govemment. Functioning in
accordance with general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the
principal operating agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering in providing services tÕ the government, the public, and the
scientific and engineering communities. The Council is administered jointly by both
Academies and the Institute of Medicine. Dr, Bruce Alberts and Dr. William A. Wulf are
chairman and vice chairman, respectively, of the National Research Council.
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